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1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this document is to provide generic guidance to serve as a basis for the operating
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) power plants in developing plant-specific Boric Acid Corrosion
Control Prugrarns (BACCPs) and proccdures. Additiotially, this document is to provide a basic
understanding of boric acid issues currently being addressed in the industry. The plant-specific BACCP
needs to be designed to identify, evaluate, and correct small boric acid leaks in the primary systems that
could cause corrosion damage on Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) components or other
auxiliary system components in PWRs. A small boric acid leak in the primary system is defined as a leak
that is smaller than the plant technical specification limits. The subject generic guidance is intended to
identify potentEal enhancements to previous utility responses to Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Generic Letter GL 88-05 (Ref. 1).

This report is written as part of the industry initiative to address the cracking and leakage of Alloy 600
reactor vessel head penetration tubes, also commonly referred to as Control Rod Drive Mechanism
(CRDM) tubes (Refs. 2 and 3), due to Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking (PWSCC) and the
resulting reactor vessel head wastage such as was found at the Davis-Besse nuclear plant (Refs. 4 and 5).
In addition to this guideline, the NRC, the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) (Ref. 6), and the
industry are evaluating what constitutes an adequate program This report offers essential elements of an
effective BACCP for a typical PWR plant that could be utilized by the utilities while reviewing the
adequacy of their plant-specific programs.

.,e BACCP and the inspentlon procedure should bring various aspects of different related piant programs
together to ensure that all boric acid leakage, as well as any consequential or collateral damage, zs
identified, evaluated, cleaned, and/or dispositioned in a timely manner to maintain component integrity.
The data from system pressure testing and visual inspections performed under the rules of American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section XI should be accounted for in the identification of
boric acid leaks as part of the BACCP procedures. A site-specific BACCP should also ensure that all
personnel involved with boric acid activities are adequately trained and knowledgeable.

In addition, other potential leak locations included in the program are: i) PWSCC susceptible Alloy 600
and Alloy 82/182 wveld locations in borated systems, ii) other potentially sensitized, stainless steel heat
affected zone locations (such as shop and field repair and modification locations), and iii) locations
covered under the existing ASME Section XI programs that perform many6f the same functions. For
example, the 1989 edition of the ASME Code Section XI required that bolted components in systems
borated for the purpose of reactivity control have their insulation removed and the bolted connections
inspected for degradation. This program is intended to recognize the potential impact of boric acid attack
on carbon steel components resulting from leakage.

While not specifically required by the NRC as a part of GL 88-05, many other opportunities exist during
plant activities to detect and identify small leaks that occur during the normal plant operation. The
information from these plant-specific opportunities can be valuable and should be utilized to benefit a
comprehensive BACCP. This guidance covers the issues involving the recent CRDM penetration tube
cracking in US PWRs, leakage and wastage issues that occurred at Davis-Besse nuclear plant, and the
inspection requirements addressed in recent NRC Bulletins issued in 2001 and 2002. Background
information relating to the relevant industry service experience is provided in Section 2.

Introduction hsarch 2003
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The guidance provided here is intended to identify attributes to be incorporated as appropriate, by the
utilities, when developing or assessing a plant-specific BACCP. This document is not intended to be an
inspection procedure for implementation at any PWR plant or to infer that all the attributes identified in
this document are recommended to be implemented at each nuclear site. It is the responsibility of each
'ailitvyo -. re.\v their BACCP for cffcctivcncss asnd ;iicoiporile thvt aitributes that will improve their
program.

The guidance for inspection of the reactor vessel head and CRDM penetration tubes is contained in the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Materials Reliability Project (MRP) document EPRI-MRP-75,
(Ref. 7, the draft MRP-75 is under revision to address the NRC comments at the time of this report).
Until MRP-75 document is finalized and approved by the NRC, the interim reactor vessel head
inspections will be performed as per the requirements of the NRC Order EA-03-009, (Ref. 8) "Order
Establishing Interim Inspection Requirements for Reactor Pressure Vessel Heads at Pres1;17cc LIT W-tcr
Reactois," dated February II, 2003.

This guidance should not be considered as final. Revisions to this document are anticipated based on the
results of INPO audits currently being conducted and additional considerations from service experience
from stations.

Introduction March 2003
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2 BACKGROUND

Since the late 1 970s, numerous boric acid leaks have been reported in the primary and other borated
systems in Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs). These events have often resulted in the con-osion and
wasiage of the teacter Coolaut Prcssurc Boundary (RCKB) components or subcomponents, ot

degradation of other safety system components. A summary listing of industry documented leaks from
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) bulletins is provided in Attachment 5.1.

On March 17, 1988, the NRC issued Generic Letter GL 88-05 (Ref. 1) "BoricAcid Corrosion of Carbon
Steel Reactor Pressure Boundary Components in PWR Plants." GL 88-05 identified the key elements to
ensure that there is an extremely low probability of abnormal leakage, rapidly propagating failure, or a
gross rupture of RCPB components from the boric acid leakage.

GL 88-05 stated that boric acid leakage potentially affecting the integrity of the RCPB should be
procedurally controlled to ensure continued compliance with the licensing basis. The NRC requested
each plant to provide a Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program (BACCP) to include the following:

1. A determination of the principal locations awhere leaks that are smaller than the allow able
technical specification limit can cause degradation of the primary pressure boundary by boric acid
corrosion. Particular consideration should be given to identifying those locations where
conditions exist that could cause high concentrations of boric acid on pressure boundary surfaces.

2. Procedures for locating zmall coolant leaks (that is, Icalage ra.ts at less Lthl tz:hn:ical
specification limits). It is important to establish the potential path of the leaking coolant and the
reactor pressure boundary components it is likely to contact. This infonnation is important in
determining the interaction between the leaking coolant and RCPB materials.

3. Methods for conducting examinations and performing engineering evaluations to establish the
impact on the RCPB -when leakage is located. This should include procedures to promptly gather
the necessary information for an engineering evaluation before the removal of evidence of
leakage, such as boric acid crystal buildup.

4. Corrective actions to prevent recurrences of this type of corrosion. This should include any
modifications to be introduced in the present design or operating procedures of the plant that (a)
reduce the probability of primary coolant leaks at the locations where they may cause corrosion
damage and (b) entail the use of suitable corrosion resistant materials or the application of
protective coatings/claddings.

GL 88-05 was focused primarily on mechanical joints such as conoseals, flanges, valve bonnets, valve
packing, gasketted joints, and mechanical seals. The program did not address potential leaks from the
Primary W'ater Stress Corrosion Cracking (PWSCC) of Alloy 600 and Alloy 82/182 weld locations or
leaks from other borated water system components.

Based on a review of some 50 utility responses to the GL 88-05, the NRC issued a report in 1990 that
suggested t hat-y performances hadi awidae va-fi-c;W-rifgingtfrom "excellent" to "unsatisfactory."

Background
6169-NP.doc-0;34(03
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More recent service experience over the past decade with Control Rod Drive Mechanism (CRDM)
penetrations in reactor vessel heads confirmed PWSCC of Alloy 600 penetration base material and the
Alloy 82/182 J-groove welds. Between January 2000 and July 2001, the industry reported several events
involving leakage from Reactor Coolant System (RCS) piping, penetrations, and components (Ref. 2).
These includ!d !Laks from CRD-i; piioIratiotis, ;Iot-1 nIVetb, pre:Yuizecr nozzies, and reactor coolant
pump and reactor vessel flanges.

As a result of the leaks detected in the CRDM penetrations at Oconee Units 1, 2, and 3 and Arkansas
Nuclear One (ANO) Unit 1, the NRC issued Bulletin 2001 -01 (Ref. 3) in August 2001, requiring
susceptibility ranking-based inspection of Alloy 600 CRDM nozzles to ensure the structural integrity of
the penetrations. As part of the industry response to the head penetration cracking issue, the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) Materials Reliability Program (MRP) developed a comprehensive
inspection plan for the vessel head penetrations, which is described in MRP-75 (Ref. 7). The plan is
currently being revised and will be submitted to the NRC. Until the MRP-75 document is finalized, the
interim reactor vessel head inspections will be performed per the requirements of the NRC
Order EA-03-009 (Ref. 8).

In March 2002, while conducting inspections in response to Bulletin 2001 -01, Davis-Besse discovered
evidence of substantial wastage of the low alloy steel vessel head due to boric acid leakage on the head
resulting in a significant cavity around nozzle No. 3 (Ref. 4).

In response to the findings at Davis-Besse, the NRC issued Bulletin 2002-01 (Ref 3). This bulletin
requires licensees to submit a 60-day response to include "Th. basis f-o- co;7cludit:,- that your boric acid
inspection program is providing reasonable as-turance of compliancc wvith the applicable regulaloy
requirements discussed in GL88-05 and this bulletin. If documented basis does not exist, provide your
plans, if any for a review ofyour program.

A sample review of the current GL 88-05 inspection programs and licensee 60-day responses to
Bulletin 2001-01 suggested that significant variations exist in the inspection procedures, ownership and
responsibility, personnel qualification and training, as well as in the detection and evaluation methods for
boric acid corrosion.

Based on the above considerations, the Westinghouse Owners Group (UNOG) Materials Subcommittee
(MSC) appointed a task team to develop generic guidance to serve as a basis for the development of
station-specific inspection procedures by the licensees.

In August 2002, the NRC released a bulletin (Ref. 5) on the missed early warning indicators and key
findings of the Davis-Besse incident. The NRC document identified that significant evidence of boric
acid deposits on the CRDM shroud fans, containment air circulation fan coils, cooling coils, and radiation
monitor airborne filters were missed. The following are some of the deficiencies identified: inadequate
attention to Alloy 600 leaks, management oversight and lack of ownership, inadequate documentation and
initial assessment of boric acid deposits prior to clean up, and deficiencies in the personnel qualification.

As part of an effort to promote excellent BACCPs at nuclear power stations, the Institute of Nuclear
Power Operations (INPO) issued a draft document "Guidance for Performing INPO Review Visits - PWR
Primary System Integrity" (Ref. 6). The document provided a comprehensive listing of areas where

Background March 2003
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INPO review will be conducted to evaluate the licensee's performance in monitoring and maintaining the
integrity of reactor pressure vessel head, the RCS, and other borated system pressure boundary
components.

This WCAP rpoit is ui..t'vd to C01oIidc IP WlAL e,.iVe &uid !aI;CC wiil Cod pCte aziboUtc 'o aiddIess
any current deficiencies and provide a means of formulating uniform BACCP inspection programs for the
PWR stations.

Background
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3 SCOPE

This generic guidance document is intended to describe Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program (BACCP)
attributes and to serve as a technical basis in improving and enhancing existing plant-specific boric acid
progran1S currcntly being iwscd by dutiticb. Whiile lixany fpiog±mb are eitective, siianng -a common
expectation based on recent industry experience can help avoid future corrosion damage to important
components and support structures. This guidance document provides a structured approach for the
inspection and mitigation of boric acid leakage and corrosion wastage in the American Society of
Mechanical Engineer (ASME) Class 1, 2, and 3 systems and components which, when integrated into
existing plant programs, can improve program effectiveness.

A boric acid leak in a Class 3 or non-safety system may not challenge the Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary (RCPB). However, the effect of the boric acid !eakange on a'jacent ,y+^'ns anr.d scr: pro:-;ir-Y
components should be evaluated on a plant-specific basis. Accordingly, auxiliary system components
containing borated water and component supports are also included in the current guidance. As wvas noted
previously, the purpose of this guidance is to improve the effectiveness the overall boric acid program and
not to be limited to the Generic Letter GL 88-05 scope.

Consideration of inspection locations included industry-documented leaks, Primary Water Stress
Corrosion Cracking (PWSCC) susceptible Alloy 600 and Alloy 82/182 locations, other susceptible
sensitized stainless steel heat affected zones, Transgranular Stress Corrosion Cracking (TGSCC)
lcGcrt,!as, use of Operating Experience (OE) Report, and mechanical connections such as bolted joints,
a.ai packin:-s, caskets, and seal welds.

The primary focus is directed to components inside containment, but the process to inspect and assess
boric acid leakage effects is common to components both inside and outside the containment.
Additionally, the principles and guidance provided can be applied to any medium that is corrosive to the
surrounding pressure boundary components.

Included in the guidance are key elements such as: basis for identifying inspection locations, methods of
inspection and data collection, damage assessment and corrective actions, program ownership and
management oversight, personnel training, and continuous improvement by self assessment.
Coordination of data from related parallel programs and utilization of critical early-warning indicators to
detect the occurrence and location of a leak are also considered.

Attributes relating to management oversight, accountability, and program ownership are included in the
document.

As a clarification, it is noted that the word "should" used throughout this report is intended to be a
"recommendation" to the utilities. Utilities are expected to improve and enhance existing plant-specific
BACCPs using the guidance provided in this document and other relevant information as it becomes
available.

Scope 
March 2003
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4 KEY ELEMENTS

The key elements that constitute a structured approach to Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program
(BACCP) are the following:

1. Identification of Inspection Locations
2. Obstructions to Visual Inspections
3. Inspection Procedures
4. Inspection Methods
5. Other Inspections and Parallel Programs
6. Evaluation and Assessments
7. Data Collection and Documentation
8. Corrective Actions
9. Program Ownership and Responsibility
10. Personnel Trainine
11. Continuous Improvement and Self-Assessment

The following subsections describe each of the key elements.

Key Elements I\larch 2003
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4.1 IDENTIFICATION OF INSPECTION LOCATIONS

In this section, various considerations are discussed to identify the inspection locations. These
considerations are based on the materials, system design aspects, and the industry operating experience.
The follovwing c^:iderations, along with the referenced attachmmcnt 'and any otlher planr-spcciric
considerations) should be used as criteria in selecting the inspection locations. A schematic representation
of the technical approach is illustrated later in Flow Chart 6-1.

1. The inspection program shall consider component locations that have a potential to leak borated
water across the pressure boundary resulting in Boric Acid Corrosion (BAC) and wastage of low
alloy steel or carbon steel in the proximity. The key factors for the occurrence of BAC include
aqueous condition, boric acid concentration, exposure to oxygen, and metal surface temperature.
Oxygen plays a crucial role in that no BAC of carbon or low alloy steel is expected unless the
leak is cxposz-d to oxygen from the outside environment. Austenitic stainless steels, martensitic
stainless steels, precipitation hardening martensitic stainless steels, and nickel base alloys are
resistant to BAC.

2. Service experience shows that mechanical seals and connections such as bolted joints, gasket and
flanged connections, valve packing, and seal welds should be considered potential leak locations.
A listing of documented leaks that resulted in BAC in the industry is included in Attachment 5. 1.
Information on documented leaks in the industry should be given particular attention while
identifying inspection locations.

3. Sor=o nick-el-based alloys such as Alloy 600 and Alloy 892/12 welds exposed to borated water in
the primary system are susceptible to Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking (PWS CC).
Therefore, these locations where crack-ing can result in a leak path to the external surface should
be considered for inspection as potential principal leak locations. Listings of typical Alloy 600
and Alloy 82/182 locations in the primary pressure boundary components of Westinghouse,
Combustion Engineering (CE), and Babcock and Wilcox (B&WM) designed Pressurized Water
Reactor (PWR) units are provided in Attachments 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, respectively.

4. Alloy 600 reactor vessel head penetration tubes and Alloy 82/182 penetration welds in the vessel
head should bc considered for inspection as outlined in the Materials Reliability Project (MRP)
document MRP-75 (Ref. 7).

5. Sensitized stainless steels (weld heat affected zones) are subject to Intergranular Stress Corrosion
Cracking (IOSCC) from exposure to service temperature and dissolved oxygen in the system.
The resulting IGSCC leaks can readily come in contact with low alloy or carbon steel
components in the close proximity leading to BAC. Accordingly, wveld locations where extensive
field modifications were conducted can be susceptible to IGSCC. These locations should be
included in the inspection program as applicable, based on the industry service experience.

6. Some of the martensitic stainless steel materials, such as Type 410 stainless steel, may be
adversely affected by contact with boric acid and oxygen. Components made out of such
materials should be considered for inclusion into the BACCP scope.

Key lemets arch200
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7. The concentrated boric acid systems such as the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS),
Safety Injection (SI) System, Residual Heat Removal System (RHR), and Boron Recycle System
contain carbon steel components (such as fasteners) that have potential for exposure to ambient
(oxygen) conditions. These components are therefore susceptible to BAC. Typical examples of
potenlio! !cak: loca:i~n with BAC wvast-ac significance of carbon s;_c, _oinjvol, iis s0eleced
systems of Westinghouse and CE designed PWR plants are provided for guidance in
Attachments 5.5 and 5.6, respectively. These should be considered only as examples for limited
systems. The inspections should be inclusive of all systems containing borated water. A typical
listing of systems containing boric acid is provided in Attachment 5.7.

S. Indication of possible boric acid leakage, such as surface streaks on bare metal, boric acid residue
at insulation seams, or bulges in insulation shall be investigated to determine if a boric acid leak
does exist.

9. Carbon steel or low alloy steel components in the proximity of a potential leak location are
vulnerable to BAC, both on external surfaces and along the leak path. On this basis, all potential
leak locations should be prioritized for inspection based on their potential for carbon steel/low
alloy steel corrosion and its safety significance.

A schematic illustration of the summary of inspection locations is provided later in Flow Chart 6-1. The
flow chart illustrates the technical approach in choosing the inspection locations under the scope of the
current Guidance as compared to the Generic Letter GL 88-05 inspection locations. The additiovial
l k.catio= included Alloy 600182/182 locations with wastage significance, Auxiliary System P A C
susceptible locations, locations chosen from industry experience (Nuclear Regulatory Com 'iissior (NRC)
documented leaks), and other plant-specific locations chosen on the basis of trending, service experience,
or other cycle-specific reports.
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4.2 OBSTRUCTION TO VIISUALINSPEC1'IONS

The following describes considerations to be included in deciding when insulation should be removed to
perform the visual inspections. The criteria for insulation removal should be set by the plant-specific
ft.!CCP p:tccd-a--:

1. Criteria for inspecting all potential boric acid corrosion locations that are inaccessible, including
locations covered with insulation, should be developed. Alternate methods should be specified
for locations obstructed from visibility. These may include camera surveillance, monitoring
adjacent location, etc. For example, camera surveillance can be effective for monitoring locations
where visibility is obstructed by physical constraints, and monitoring an adjacent location may be
effective for locations where accessibility is restricted.

2. Criteria foc removing insulation for inspection should be established. These may include any
evidence of leakage such as streaks originating from under the insulation, a bulge in the
insulation, past plant-specific leak history, industry experience, or safety significance of the
specific location.

3. -Consideration should be given to the need to remove insulation at Alloy 600 and Alloy 82/182
locations. This consideration should include the potential need to complete this effort at some
regular interval so that bare metal at the susceptible locations may be inspected. Industry
Operating Experience (OE) records should be reviewed in selecting the susceptible locations
ultimhtly included in this inspection plan. The inspection interval should be based on industry
- pezating experience and plant-specific susceptibility rankings.

4. A discussion of allowance for system pressure tests and VT-2 visual examination *without removal
of insulation is provided in the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code
Cases N-533-1 and N-616 for reference.
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4.3 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

Plant-specific boric acid inspection procedures should be developed by each Utility based on the generic
guidance given in the current WCAP report. The implementation procedure should meet the management
expcctatmios iau o:oltr4olling thc i:;nic acid coirosioll ieak and substequcnt corrosion. The inspection
procedures include the following:

1. A top-tier document outlining the management expectations, standards, and commitments on
Boric Acid Corrosion Control (BACC) should be issued by each utility. The implementation
procedure should meet the expectations of the top-tier document.

2. All identified boric acid leaks should be documented on a standard BACCP or other site-issued
report tracking form. An example of such a document is provided in Attachment 5.8. Plant
procedures should include guidance on requirements for cleaning boric acid crystals and
definition of cleaned surface. The criteria for as-found and as-left cleanliness of the bare metal
should be established on a plant-specific basis.

3. Written guidance should be provided to the qualified personnel conducting the initial inspection
of the BAC leaks to ensure all necessary information is properly collected and documented. Plant
procedures should contain instructions for evaluation of the effects of boric acid leakage on
carbon steel components. Procedural changes that could affect the site's NRC commitments on
the BACCP should tc evaluated for safety significance and regulatory basis impact.

4. Procedures should ensure that boric acid leaks are reported and properly inspected and evaluated.
Inspections should be performed prior to cleaning any deposits present to ensure that leaks are
properly characterized, as described. Procedures should ensure that, once inspected, evaluations
are performed and documented and that leaks are entered into the corrective action process.

5. All deposits should be properly documented. The documentation may include, but not be limited
to:

* Photographs or digital images of the location
* Size and physical appearance of the deposit
* Assessment to establish if boric acid leakage is active
* Color and chemical composition assessment of the deposit
* Any radiochemistry assessment of the age of the deposit, if performed, should be properly

documented

6. Clear instructions should be provided to assess the collective significance of various related
inspections and monitoring devices, such as changes in containment ventilation equipment, fans,
atmospheric radiation monitors, and changes in containment temperature and humidity monitors.
Inspections considered significant should be completed on a routine basis and trended with alert
and action levels documented.
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7. The procedural guidance for inspection of the reactor vessel head, Control Rod Drive Mechanism
(CRDM) penetration tubes, and 'J-groove' welds are described in the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) report EPRI-MRP-75 (Ref. 7).

%3. The CToiiect;;v action procedures shoukd give giaidelh nor ptI'iud e-ziuaii f a boric acid
leak in a system if the system is returned to service without fixing the leak. Guidelines provided
in the EPRI Boric Acid Corrosion Guidebook (Ref. 9) should be integrated into site standards
when performing the engineering evaluations.
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4.4 INSPECTION METHODS

Inspection methods can vary from plant to plant. A combination of general area walkdownns and specific
checklists can be used to perform the inspections. Regardless of the approach used, the inspections
should encompass some common elements so thaM nn efrr!ivc.bcric -cid isr _;ihi; itope;f&.rnd t meet
the expectations of the management and regulators. Some of the key attributes are described below:

I. Boric acid corrosion inspections inside containment are required to be performed during each
refueling outage as per the requirements of NRC GL 8S-05. Additional opportunities to perform
boric acid corrosion walkdowns inside containment should be considered during unscheduled
shutdowns, if such a wvalkdown n has not been performed within a certain time frame, (that is, since
the last refueling outage). Plant procedures should provide specific frequencies or conditions for
performing boric acid wvalkdowns during shutdowns under permissible radiological and
envir:,nrnent1 conditions.

2. The containment BACC walkdowns should be conducted as soon as practical after taking the core
subcritical. Some small leaks are easily detected while the system is still under pressure. (Some
plants, such as sub-atmospheric containment design, may have restrictions precluding Mode 3
walkdown but initial *%alkdowns should be encouraged as soon as practical following the units'
shutdown.)

3. General area walkldown inspections should be conducted both inside and outside con.ainmct. IL,

looking for any signs of leakage. The inspections shall provide sufficient assurance that boric
acid leakage will be detected and potential leakage locations and leak paths in all areas are
adequately inspected. The inspectors should be knowledgeable of the locations of susceptible
nickel alloys and carbon steel fasteners and components that could be adversely affected by boric
acid leakage.

4. Specific checklists can be used successfully to provide assurance that those potential boric acid
leakage locations will be inspected. Adequate procedural requirements and training should be
provided to ensure that boric acid leakage on floors, walls, and other locations not specified in the
checklists are identified and their associated leak source located. Source components or carbon
steel targets that are diffimult to locatc shouls be itcladcd in the instructions to ensure alternate
coverage. The inspection should include potential targets of leak path (such as, supports or
electrical cabinets). A balanced combination of general area walkdowns and focused checklists
can provide the assurance of effective BACCP coverage throughout the plant.

5. Information from other routine outside containment inspections by various personnel (operators,
system managers/system engineers, radiation protection personnel, etc.) should be properly
coordinated to integrate information from all sources into an effective BACCP.

6. The reactor vessel head inspections should follow the guidance identified in the MRP-75
document (Ref. 7). No additional guidance for reactor vessel head, CRDM tubes, and reactor
vessel head 'J-groove weld inspection is provided in this document.
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7. The scope of inspection should include a multifaceted approach to detect and verify the source of
leaks. These inspections should include all ASME'inspection locations regardless of the purpose
or inspection technique being used for the ASME examination. Also, on-line detection and trend
tracking' techniques should be included as appropriate.

S. The BACCP should consider on-line detection and trend-tracking techniques, such as, airborne
particulate radioactivity monitors, airborne gaseous radioactivity monitors, humidity monitors,
temperature monitors, Reactor Coolant System (RCS) water inventory balancing, and
containment air cooler thermal performance to identify, potential leakage during power operation.
Weekly, daily, or even shift-based review of leak rates and trending should be conducted based on
identified RCS leak locations, unidentified RCS leak rate, and average containment sump
pumping frequency.

9. Detection of significan ir.lneases in any of the various indications noted above should be
investigated. Significant changes in the on-line detection signals should be correlated with the
RCS inventory balance to identify leak rates below the technical specification limit and their
possible location.

10. The BACCP should include early warning indicators, such as, evidence of boric acid deposits on
CRDM shroud fans, containment air recirculation (CAR) fan coils, containment fan cooler units
(CFCUs), and airborne filter deposits. Triggers for action items should be provided to require
followup evaluations and inspections. When various indicators are suggesting borated water
leakage, consideration should be given to increase the inspections to determine the root cause.

11. VT-2 visual inspections, as wvell as other inspections, may be utilized in identifying boric acid
deposits due to a lcak. Dye Penetrant Testing (PT) and/or Magnetic Particle Testing (MT) may be
used to determine the location and length of cracks at the suspected leak locations.

12. A boric acid leak should be considered as a challenge to carbon steel components in its proximity.
Removal of boric acid deposits should not be treated as a decontamination activity without an
engineering evaluation. Boric acid deposits on components should not be removed until the as-
found condition is documented or the source of the leak is identified and evaluated. Removal of
the deposit may be neccssuy in some cases to identify lie source of the leak.

13. As described in GL 88-05, inspectors should ensure that the source of a boric acid leak is
identified. If insulation is required to be removed to locate a leakage source, this should be done
in such a way to preserve any evidence of leak prior to completion of the inspection procedure
documentation. Critical consideration should be given to tracing of surface streaks on bare metal,
indications of boric acid at insulation seams, or bulges in the insulation in identifying the origin
of a leak. The concentrated boric acid systems, such as the CVCS, may contain carbon steel
components (such as fasteners) and have potential to be exposed to oxygen.

14. Inspectors should be cognizant of the various forms of boric acid and the meaning of the various
deposit types, from white powdery deposits, brownish boric acid crystals, or reddish rusty
deposits. For example, brown, red, and pink colored deposits may be indicative of active carbon
steel corrosion. Some leaks, particularly PWSCC in Alloy 600 and Alloy ]82/82, may only be
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apparent at service conditions. These locations may be active leaks, but have the appearance of a
dry leak during system walkdowns.

15. The inspection data collection and data recording methods should be adequate to provide quality
imrazcs of the observed condition. Conrisirmtion Mhcul'A bu zinvc. .:t utl;z.. .1ic o:dL-wo-thc-art
technology for data recording, such as, portable devices, hand-held PC, and integrated digital
recording and imaging system, including voice recordings to document as-found conditions.

16. All site personnel must be intolerant of leakage, and therefore should be initiating corrective
action documents to get leaks into the plant corrective action system.

Key Elements March 2003
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4.5 OTHER INSPECTIONS AND PARALLEL PROGRAMS

There are many opportunities to inspect Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) components, other
systems and components, and other plant areas that could be affected by boric acid leakage and corrosion.
The B3ACCP should take the benefit of other parallel programs In ideniifyil th: pot.,ntial Ivak 'caCijoai.
Interfacing with other programs will help in identifying abnormal plant conditions or indications that may
not be readily explained. The BACCP should include evaluation, tracking, and correction of any
indications of leakage detected during these plant activities. The inspection results should integrate and
correlate data collected from parallel activities that impact the BACCP. A few examples of opportunities
to detect boric acid leaks and corrosion are the following:

I. Inside containment examinations (examples):

a. Refueling cuLage
b. Initial containment entries
c. Boric acid walkdown
d. Disassembly for refueling
e. Maintenance and In-Service Inspection (ISI) activities
f. System leakage pressure tests (ISI) (this includes Class 1, 2, and 3 systems)
g. Operational surveillance tests
h. Scheduled bolted connection (ISI) examinations
i. Containment startup Nvalkdown for system leak test
j. System pressure test and hydio tests
k. I'outino containment entries

2. Outside containment examinations (examples):

a. Normal shift tours by operators
b. Operational surveillance tests
c. Routine Health Physics (HP) surveys
d. System engineering wvalkdowns
e. Scheduled system leakage pressure examinations
f. Componenti dibassemnbly and maintenance activities

3. The inspection results from various other programs described above should be evaluated for their
impact on the BACCP. When various indicators suggest boric acid leakage, management should
be made aware of the conditions and consideration should be given to additional inspections to
determine the root cause.
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4.6 EVALUATIONS AND ASSESSMENTS

It is preferable that the boric acid leak (and deposit) evaluations and assessments are performed in a
systematic method. This key element discusses the details of the contents of the evaluations, type of
information rcquired for an cffccutve evaluation, and criteria fOr dispusitionih, u.; i specicuci Faidings.

I. An initial evaluation of the boric acid leak/deposit should be perfonned prior to removal of boric
acid deposits. This is necessary to ensure that vital information on the leak, such as, time history
of origin, composition, and leak pathway can be clearly established prior to the removal of
evidence. A flow chart representation of evaluation criteria of the boric acid deposit is illustrated
later ir Flow Chart 6-2.

Documentation should include the following information, as a minimum:

a. For an identified boric acid leak, the location of the leak should always be determined.

b. A determination should be made whether the leak has affected or degraded other
components in the proximity of the leak or in the leak path.

c. A determination should be made if the leakage is wet or dry. The plant conditions during
the walkdown (such as, pressurized or not, hot or cold) should be taken into consideration
during this determination.

d. A determination as to the quantity and color of boric acid leakage should be made.

e. All leakage onto carbon steel components or subcomponents should be entered into the site
corrective action program for evaluation, maintenance, or replacement.

f. Test results from system pressure tests may be utilized in quantifying leakage and assessing
the significance of a leak location.

2. The following techniques may be helpful in determining the timing, source, and specific
conditions about a leak and rcsuhitig corrosion:

a. Radiochemistry (isotope half-life) analysis to estimate the time history of the leak (such
as, from a recent leak or from a previous outage)

b. Concentration analysis to assess the corrosion rate

c. Depth and distribution of the corrosion attack assessment by visual and surface replication
technique, as appropriate

d. Crack characteristic determination if leakage is from a throughwall crack

e. Location, orientation, and geometry of the attack/crack by applicable volumetric Non-
Destructive Examination (NDE) techniques when warranted (See Item 10, Section 3.4)
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f. For structural integrity evaluations, while developing NDE techniques, Eddy Current
Testing (ET), Ultrasonic Testing (UT), and/or Radiographic Testing (RT) can be utilized.
Metallographic surface replication can be useful to determine the precise location of cracks
(such as, at a weld) and to establish the cracking morphology.

3. Significance assessment of the BAC-affected component should be conducted to establish criteria
for disposition as follows. The BAC assessment should employ wastage rates provided in the
EPRI Boric Acid Corrosion Guidebook (Ref. 9), unless other wastage rates can be determined to
be more appropriate and documented as applicable:

a. Immediate corrective action needed

b. No action

c. Need to follow (monitor)

d. Establishment of monitoring frequency

e. Perform an engineering evaluation of the observed condition for continued operations,
including a schedule for corrective action or repair

-. If a complete evaluation of the leak cannot be perforned due to accessibility restraints orAs-
lnw-As-is-Reasonably-Achievablc (ALARA) considerations, the program should require
appropiiate management involvement to resolve the restraint.

5. The program should require evaluation of the boric acid leakage by know%%ledgeable Engineering
Department personnel if the leakage cannot be stopped, if base material is degraded (evidence of
wastage is detected), or if it is returned to service with an active leak. Concurrence from the
Operations Department should be obtained for a system returned to service with an active leak.
Engineering should be provided with detailed guidance for performing such an evaluation. The
evaluation guidance should be based on the EPRI Boric Acid Corrosion Guidebook (Ref. 9) and
industry operating experience.

6. The repair and corrective actions should comply with site repair procedures and ASME Code
requirements as applicable.

7. Minor corrosion that is determined to be acceptable as is (either on a temporary or permanent
basis) should have an evaluation documented by a knowledgeable person for future reference.

S. Any corrosion that may affect structural integrity or component function should have a
documented evaluation prepared by a trained individual. This could include visual and other
surface techniques and volumetric NDE techniques as required. Engineering personnel should be
involved in the determination of structural integrity.

9. Component evaluations should include consideration of leakage rates, temperatures during plant
operation, and the potential corrosion.
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10. Any boric acid corrosion evaluation should employ wastage rates provided in the EPRI Boric
Acid Corrosion Guidebook (Ref. 9).

11. Once completed, all walkdown results should be reviewed by the BACCP owner.

12. Plant procedures should provide criteria for dispositioning inspection findings. The list provided
below is one example of criteria for dispositioning leakage and prioritizing corrective actions:

a. Any boric acid deposit emanating from a pressure boundary component other than a
mechanicaljoint should be thoroughly investigated, including other NDE techniques (such
as, VT-I, liquid penetrant, or eddy current). Any flaw in the base material should be
entered into the plant's corrective action program, wNith the priority and schedule
requirements commensurate with technical specifications and other safety system
requirements.

b. Leakage detected from or on an ASME Class 1, 2, 3 systems component and non-safety
carbon steel subcomponent or structure should be considered for immediate repair or
maintenance as required. A specific schedule should be identified for disposition. This
should be entered into the plant corrective action program.

c. Minor leakage from a bolted mechanical joint not leaking onto carbon steel ASME sub-
components cot'k lit- considered for repair or maintenance subject to a specific constraint
or time frame. This should be entered into the plant's corrective action program. An
evaluation should be, performed to support the proposed time frame for corrective action.

d. Boric acid buildup on or from a mechanical joint should be considered for cleaning and
monitoring as required. This should be entered into the plant's corrective action program.
An evaluation should be performed to support the proposed time frame for corrective
action. The following examples are offered for inclusion in a site BACCP:

- Minor boric acid film from a mechanical joint -Accept as is with no cleaning
required.

- Minor boric acid deposit from a mechanical joint - Cleaning and tracking for one
subsequent outage only is required. This may be entered into the plant's corrective
action program or tracked in another positive manner. Sufficient traceability should
be provided to allow trending of the frequency of cleaning. Repeated boric acid
cleanup of a component may require additional corrective actions.

- Assessment of borated water leaks at seal joints should be consistent with the
station's program on leakage from components outside containment.

Key Elements March 2003
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4.7 DATA COLLECTION AND DOCUMENTATION

This key element lists the attributes required to document the data collection when a boric acid leak and
deposit is identified:

I . Written guidance should be provided for the inspection of boric acid leaks and associated areas of
boric acid corrosion to ensure all necessary information is properly collected and documented in a
consistent format. The evaluation and assessment of leaks should be documented. An example
of such a form is provided in Attachment 5.8.

2. At the time of detection of a BAC leak/deposit, a complete description including photographs or
digital image recordings should be made to document as-found conditions. Voice recordings may
also be useful in describing the as-found condition.

3. The inspection data collection and data recording methods should consider the use of state-of-the-
art technology for data recording, such as, portable devices, hand-held PC, integrated digital
recording and imaging system, including voice recordings to document as-found conditions.

4. A log or database of all boric acid leak locations (active and inactive) should be maintained for
evaluation and monitoring proposes.

5. The walkdown inspections should consider recording nethods thai would allow quick and easy
downloading of the data into a computer database.

6. The data collection methods should include recording the cycle-specific or refueling-outage-
specific data such that cycle-to-cycle changes and trending can be identified. The methods
should lend to issuance of timely reports and data retrieval opportunities.

7. BAC inspection records should be treated as quality records.

8. The disposition activity for an identified leak should not be completed until boric acid cleanup is
sufficient to ensure that base metal condition is adequately assessed.

9. The criteria for cleanliness of the bare metal should be established on a plant-specific basis.
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4.8 CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

This section describes the corrective actions to be considered, if needed, to prevent reoccurrence of a
boric acid leak.

1. If a leak in the RCS is identified in an ASME Class 1, 2, or 3 system, then the leak should be
evaluated and corrective actions to repair/replace or monitor should be implemented. The
s hedule for corrective actions should be commensurate with the safety significance and
equipment functional requirements as well as the requirements of ASME Code.

2. Each station should have a decision-making process and criteria identified to trigger actions in the
event of development of a leak (for example, at a bolted connection during startup). The plant
should have a formal bare metal inspection or leakage acceptance criteria developed. The
corrective action taken should be based on the complete characterization of the boric acid
corrosion (deposit and degradation) before and after cleanup.

3. Components detected with a boric acid deposit should be cleaned and removed upon satisfactory
documentation of the "as-found" condition to assist with the identification of any new leakage in
the future.

4. The corrective action considerations should include leakage reduction guidance as provided in
Section 7 of the EPRI Boric Acid Corrosion Guidebook (Ref. 9). For components and bolted

- joints that experience repeated boric acid leaks, consideration should be given for replaceiiicrt of
the comp-oinent based on its safety significance and ranking.

S. Any repair or design modification should follow ASME Code requirements as appropriate.
Corrective actions should include consideration of alternate materials for replacement to prevent
recurrence of the boric acid leakage. Corrective actions to prevent reoccurrence should be
prompt and timely.
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4.9 PROGRAM OWNERSIPAND RESPONSIBILITY

The BACCP should have a designated program owner with defined responsibilities. Some of the roles
and responsibilities of the program owner are listed below:

1 . A BACCP owner should be established with defined responsibilities to ensure appropriate
ownership.

2. Management oversight should be provided.

3. The roles and responsibilities of supervisors, HP/Radiation Protection (RP) personnel, inspectors,
engineers, and managers who are directly or indirectly involved in the boric acid inspection,
assessment, and remediation should be clearly defined in the program documents.

4. A flow chart representation of responsibilities and information flow will be helpful to all
personnel involved in the BACCP. The flow chart should clearly identify the responsibilities for
decision making.

a. BACCP procedures should be consistent with site-specific commitments made to the NRC.

6. Periodic self-assessments should be conducted.

.7. An easily accessible list or database cf active leakage should be maintained. This may be, a
- specific cdatabase, a periodically updated list, or a retrievable category of corrective action

document.

8. The data collection methods should include recording the cycle-specific or refueling-outage-
specific data such that cycle-to-cycle changes and trending can be identified. The methods
should lend to issuance of timely reports and data retrieval opportunities.

9. Industry operating experience or feedback should be incorporated into the program.

10. A program health report or other' conintudication inechaaiisiji bhouiud be impiciteiied at a
reasonable frequency. This will ensure management awareness of the program performance, as
well as plant condition, with respect to the BACCP.
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4.10 PERSONNEL TRAINING

Personnel involved in boric acid inspections, evaluations, and corrective actions should be trained and
knowledgeable. This key element lists the personnel training requirements:

1. The personnel performing the inspections should be formally trained and certified under a
qualified BAC-specific program. The training program should be updated periodically to reflect
industry experience and lessons learned and should include specific training on boric acid
corrosion issues. The training should include program requirements, inspection methods, code
requirements, acceptance criteria, important design aspects, and industry operating experience.
The training should also include mechanistic aspects of boric acid corrosion of low alloy and
carbon steels and the contributing factors.

2. Tra.nii 'g Lequirements should be . stablished for the eri.incerizig personnel who perform boric
acid leakage evaluations and safety significance assessments.

3. Any engineering (or other) personnel involved in the inspections or evaluations should be
certified per code requirements or trained under a separate documented training method.
Engineers should be provided with detailed guidance for performing evaluation. The evaluation
guidance should be based on EPRI Boric Acid Corrosion Guidebook (Ref. 9) and industry OEs.

4. Personnel involved in the housckeeping and decontamination should be trained in the program.
Specifically, they should be trained to report all leakage to {he appropriate organizaticn, typically
engineering, prior to cleanup if it is Frool a borated system.

5. All personnel involved in the BACCP, including managers (and acting managers), should be
trained in the program process and plant-specific procedure requirements. A questioning attitude
should be emphasized in the training, especially for managers and supervisors.
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4.11 CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMIENTANID SELFASSESSMENT

The plant-specific BACCP should be continuously upgraded to inclide the latest industry experience and
any new technology in detecting boric acid leaks. Efforts to continuously improve the inspection and
evshmtion performance would help to mcet high standards rather the. mac: ;e .Z iniu astandards. This
key element lists some of the activities to improve the plant-specific BACCP.

I. The BACCP should be continuously improved by conducting program effectiveness reviews
including:

a. Periodic program self assessments, recommended once every 2 years following significant
programatic enhancements. For mature programs, the self assessments can range from 3 to
5 years.

b. Independent program audits and benchmarking against industry peer plants should be
conducted periodically.

c. Issuing cycle-specific reports to management.

d. Incorporating/updating program with experience from industry events such as review of
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (NPO) documents, Significant Operating Event
Reports (SOERs), OE, Safety Evaluation Reports (SErTs), vendor technical bulletins,
owner's group documents, and the NRC communications.

e. Issuance of periodic program health reports based on specific program effcctiveiiess
performance indicators as addressed in the INPO document (Ref. 6).

f. Keeping senior management informed of the status of the program as appropriate to ensure
continued management support.
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5 ATTACHMENTS

5.1 Summary of Industry-Documented Leaks from NRC Bulletins

5.2 Ailoy 600 andAiloy b2ii 82 Pot+ itiai Leak Locations in the Primary Components of

Westinghouse Units

5.3 Alloy 600 and Alloy 82/182 Potential Leak Locations in the Primary Components of Combustion

Engineering Units

5.4 Alloy 600 and Alloy 82/182 Potential Leak Locations in the Primary Components of Babcock and

Wilcox 'B n ? Plants

5.5 Typical Examples of Potential Leak Locations in the Auxiliary Systems of Westinghouse Units

5.6 Typical Examples of Potential Leak Locations in the Auxiliary Systems of Combustion

Engineering Units

5.7 Listing of Systems Containing Boric Acid

*5.8 Typical BACC Issue Documentation Form
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ATTACHBIENT 5.1

SUAI'IAARY OF INDUSTRY-DOCUMENTED LEAKS FROM
NRC BULLETINS
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Table 5.1-1
Sumimiiiary of D mocitented Zecks from NRC Butlletins

NRC Generic Conmunilea ions Involing BInric Acid Leakage and Cairrionn Tssued rrnin 198H Through the First Quarter nr20m2

Generie
Coin Title Issue Date Abstract NnC Informatlon Requests

IN 80-27 Degradation 6/11/80 Corrosion damage ton a number orclosure studs in hto of the four Byron None required.
o f Reactor Jackson RCPs at Foit Calhoiun (17TC). Cnuse of the wastage is thought to
Coolant Pump he corrosive nainck by hot boric acid from the primary coolant. The
Studs condition of the studs discovered at FTC raises concerns that such severe

cnrrosion, ifundetected, couid led In stud Thilures which could result in
loss of integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary. The lack of
effectiveness cf current UTs in revealing wastage emphasizes the need for
suppmentanil visual mspections and use of instrumented leak detection
systems to preclude mnacceptabile stud degradationt going undetected.
Licensees should consider that the potential for undetected wastage of
carbon steel bolting by a similar mechanism could exist in cticr
components such ns valves.

IN 82-M. Failure of 3/12/82 At Maine Yankee, 6 of 20 manavy closure studs fai!cd an another 5 were Nonerequired.
Steam found by UT to be cracked. Boric acid from n small Iek vzwas the cause.
Generator Reference was made to similar events nt Calvert Cliffi, FTC. Oconee, and
Primary Side ANO-i.
Mnnway
Closure Studs
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Table 5.1-1 (cont.)
Summanry of Docuimented Leaks from NRC Bulletiis

NRC Generic Conmmunicitlon% involving Boric Acid Leakage aivd Corrosion Issued front 198N Through tlie First Quarter or2nf2

Generic
Corn Title Issue Date Abstract NRC Information Reqiuests

BL 82-02 Degradation of 6/2/82 Recaps the FTC and Maine Yankee bolting problems ia IN 80-27 and 1. Develop and impltment procedures for threaded fasterrrs practices.
Threaded IN 82-06. Ad Is that certain lubricants may promote stm.s corrosion 2. Threaded rasteners of closure connections, identified ir. the scope of this
Fasteners in the cracking. At the present time, visual examination (e. , IWA 2210, VT, bIleltin,'when opelicJ for component inspection or manit nance shall [Ie
ReactorCoolant VT-I) appears to be the only method to detect borat . nater corrosion removed, cleaned, ird inspected per IWA-2210 and NV k 2220 of ASME Code
Pressure wastage oret.asion-corrosion dtnmnge and may require insulation removal Section Xi before [icing reused. 3a. Identify those bolted closures of the RCP B
Boundary of and/or disassrombly of the component, in some cases, ini order to have that have experien'e'! leakage, particularly those locationt where leakage
PWR Plants direct visual recess to the threaded fnsteners. occurred during the r.ost recent plant opernting cycle. Describe the inspections

made and corrective measures taken to eliminate the prob!em. If the leakage
was attributed to gr,!,:ct failure or its design, so indicate." . Identify those
clisures and connernions, if any, where fastener lubricants and injection sealant
materials have bee.i 3r are being used and report on plant experience with their
application particullerly any instances of SCC of fasteners. Include types and
composition of materials used. 4. A written report to the Regional office within
60 days following Ih-! completion of the outage during whvch Action Item 2 wris
performed. (4a) A st.ctement that Action Item I has been completed. (4b)
Identification of the specific connections examined as required by Action Item
2. (4c) The results n: examinations performed on the threrded fasteners as
required by Action It -m 2. If no degradation wns observed for a pnrticular
connection, a stalem nt to that effect, identification of the connection and,
whether the Gtsteners, were examined in place or removed is all that is required.
If degradation was ot served, the report should provide deailed information.
5. A vritten report to the Regional office within 60 days cf the date of this
bulletin. The report is to provide tie information requeste.i by Action Item 3.

IN 86-10 Degradation of 12/29/86 Alert recipien's of a severe instance of boric acid indu-ced corrosion of None required.
Reactor Coolant ferritic steel components in the reactor coolant systern. In October 1986,
System Pressure ANO-I discovered the wastage of the exterior of the JPI no-zzle and some
Boundary wnstage of the RCS cold leg pipe (upon removal o ins Intion). Leakage of
Resulting From RCS from a leaking HPI valve which was above tlie;-ozzle and pilpe. The
Boric Acid corrosion wns approximntcly 114 inch deep. Boric rc~C: corrosion has been
Cormosion found to be mast active where the metal surface ir cool enough so that it is

vetted. If the metal is sufficiently hot, then the surface will stay dry and
this loss of electrolyte will slow the corrosion nime. Boric acid corrosion
rates in excess of I inch depth per year in ferritic steels have been
experienced in plints and duplicated in labortriry te-ts where low quality
steam from hornted reactor coolant impinged upon a surftce and kept it
wetted.
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Tablre f.!-l. (cso Cl.)
SurnmivT olf Docurrientedl Leaks fromt NRC Bullletins

NRC Generie Commonic.itinns involving Boric Aldd Leakage at. i Corrosion Issued from 1980 Throng'. the First Quarterof'2002

Generic
Corn Title Issue Date Abstract NRC Information Requests

IN 86-l 08 Degradation of 4/20/87 On 3/13/87. Turkey Pt. 4 discovered more than 500 # o.ic wnencid crystals None required.
Sup #1 ReactorCoolant on the RV hecd There nasowas a largeamount of blnic hcid crystals in the

Systern Pressure exhaust cooling ducts for the control rod drive mec'nrnijans. After removal
Boundary ofthis boric acid and stenm clening ofthe RV heand~ scvere corrosion of
Resulting rrom vanrois components on the RV bcad was noted. This e'etn has once again
Boric Acid demonsirnted that boric acid will ripidly corrode ferrilic steel components
Corrosion nnd it also ng.;in demonstrated that if a symall leaknge occurs near holt

surfinces and/ur surroundings, then the boric ncid soluti m, will boil and
concentrate, lecominm more acidic and thus more comrsive. On 3/13/87,
Westinghous-, the NSSS vendor, completed a review of boric acid
corrosion ratcs, as earlier requested by the licensee, anu reported that the
cornosion rate might be much faster than assumed when the licensee's
evaluation wru perforned. Reference was made to exp irience in Europe
for a PWR in 1970 which experienced high corrosion -ates for boric acid
induced eorrmion. Three RV head bolts, the CRDM cioling shroud were
replaced becaise orcormsion.

IN 86-10 Degradation of 11/19/87 Two events nre presented: Following shutdown of Snlem 2 on S1/87, None required.
Sup 1#2 Reactor Coolant inspection ter..ns entered containment building to look for reactor coolant

System Pressure leaks that wu-ld nccount for the increased radioactivity in containment nir
Boundary that was note._ before (he shutdown. Boric acid crystal! were found on a
Resulting From senm in the vmntilation cowling surrounding the reacto: lhend area. The
Boric Acid licensee then irmoved some of the cowling nod insulation and discovered
Corrosion a mound of bcric acid residue at one edge of the reactorvessel head. A pile

ofrust-colore4iboricncidcrystals3 feet by5 feet by I foothighhnad
accumulated -n the head, nnd a thin white film of boric acid crystals linl
conted severa: areas of lhe head and extended I to 2 feet up the control rod
mechanism he'usings. The source of the leak was the thermocouple
instmumentatikn pinhole leaks. Nine corrosion pits in the vessel hend were
found. The pits were I to 3 inches in diameter and 0.4 to 0.36 inches deep.
While attempling to open a shutdown cooling valve at San Onofre 2 an
s/ 1/87, the packing area came apart (fasteners corroded by boric ncid)
and eventuall3 dumped 18.000 gallons of reactor coolant in to the
containmenL Westinghouse reported that boric acid corrosion rates are
grenter than those that were either previously known or estimated.
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Table5.1-1 (cont.)
Surmmary of Doctimenttid Leaks from NRC Bulletins

NRC Generic Communlei (lons Involving Boric Acidl leakage and Coaroslon Isstied rroen 1 sn Through the First Quarter of 2002

Generic
Conl Title Wirse Date Abstract NRC Information Requests

IN 86-. 08 Degradation of 115/95 Presents two additional events involving boric acidt enr.osinn- Calveit None reqnired.
Supplement Reactor Coolant Cliffs 1 (2/94), nnd TMII (3nl194). in 2/94, Calve-tl 21 i CCI) found

3 System Pressure three nuts on an incore instninentntion flange thrt nile corroled by boric
Boundary acid, resulting in a leak. Diring a subsequent inspecdonn, three mnore nuts
Resulting From oa another ineorc instrumentation flange were also conr oded by the snme
Boric Acid mechanism. On 3f194, and while a 100 % power, T11l I was trying to
Corrosion eliminate a leak of n pressurizer spray valve by tightening a bonnet stud,

when the leak suddenly increased to 3 gpm. Other !siuds completely failed.
CC I thought that the corrosion rite fiom th* leakage was acceptably low
in 6/93, and lected to defer the corrective actions for the flanges until the
1994 refueling outage. Other parts of the IN recap earl: problems with
boric acid corrosion.

GL8S-05 Boric Acid 3/17/18 The principa concern is whether the affected plants contintue to meet the (I) Determine the principal Ictiflons where leaks that are smaller than the
Corrosion of requirements of GDC 14, 30, and 31 of Appendix A wILen the concentrated allowable TS limit cnn cause degradation of the primary pressure boundary by
Carbon Steel boric ncid solution or boric acid crystals, formed by evarorntion onfwater boric acid corrosion, (2) establish procedures for locating small coolant leaks.
Reactor from the leaking reactor cnolant, corrode the reactor coolant pressure (3) establish method; for conducting examinations and performing engineering
Pressure botndary. The GL cites Turkey Pt. 4, Salem 2, San Onofre 2, ANO-1 and evaluations once n lenk is located, and (4) corrective acticns to prevent
Boundary I7TC. The GL cites 3L 82-2 as not requiring the licensees to institute a recurrence ofthis type of corrosion. Responses are required within 60 days of
Components in systematic program for monitoring small primary coolant leakages and to the date of the GL
PWR Plants perform mairntenanee before leakages could cause significant corrosion

damage. Bec.use of this deficiency in the 13L the GLrequests 4 artions to
be taken by licensees.

IN 90-10* Primary Water 2/23/90 Alert license's to potential probleims retlaed to PWSCc offlnconel 600 tdl None required.
Stress Corrosion has occurred n pressurizer heater thermal sleeve and r strument nozzles at
Cracking several domestic and foreign PWR plants. During the 989 refueling
(PWSCC) of outage at CC2, visual examination detected leakage in 20 pressurizer
Inconcl 600 heater penetn tions and I upper level pressure tap inst ament nozzle.

Leakage was ;ndicated by the presence of boric acid c-ystals. The heater
sleeves and thc instnumcntation nozzles were made ot 'nconel 600 tubing
and bar mater als, respectively, supplied by INCO. All instrument nozzles
were made fr-m heat no. NX8297. On 21271R6 n sm. l' leak was observed
on a 3/4 inch liameter sipper presswizer level instrument nozzle nt

SONGS 3. Twvo foreign reactors were also cited involving Inconel 600.
PWSCC was irst reported by Corion almost 30 years i go. The studies or
PWSCC in In zonel 600 have been documented in nunrcrous reports,
however, the nechanism for PWSCC in Inconel 600 ii still not well
understood. It may be prudent for licensees nfall PWRs to review their
Inconcl 600 r.elicntions in the primary coolant pressure. boundasy, and
when necessny. to implement an augmented inspection pn.lram.
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Table 5.1-1 (cont.)
Simnnry of l)ocumciite Leahs fromi NRC Bulletins

NRC Generic Commnnifatinns Involving Boric Acid Leakage and Corrosion Issued from 19R1 Thrnouj: the First Quarter ofr 2mnn

Generic
ComI Tidle I e Abstract N RC CInformation Requests -

IN 94-63 Boric Acid
Corrosion of
Charging Pump
Casing Caused
by Cladding
Cracks

8/30/94 Alert licensees to the potential for significant damage that could result
from corrosion of reactor system components caused by cracking of the
stninless steel cladding. Severe corrosion damage of the carbon steel
casing of a high head safety injection pump at North Anna I. The damage
was caused by cracks through the stainless steel cladding in the pump that
nalowed corrosive attack by the boric acid coolant. The corrosion lead
penetrated to within about 0.125 inch of the outside surface of the pump
(2.5 inches lrng by 1.5 inches wide by 0.5 inches deep).

None required.

4 5 5 4

IN 96-11 Ingress of
Demineratizers
Resins Increases
Potential for
Stress Corrosion
Cracking of
Control Rod
Drive
Mechanism
Penetrations

2/14/96 Alert licensees to the increased likelihood of stress corrosion cracking of
PWR control rod drive mechanism penetrations if deminesai~zer resins
contaminate lie reactor coolant system The NRC determined that the
safety significance of the cracking was low because the cn.ckt were axial,
had a low growth rate, and were in a material wit}. in -rtremnety high flaw
tolerance (high fracture toughness). Accordingly, the L.acks vere unlikely
to propagate very far. In December 1991, after crackq .vere found in a
CRDM penetration in the reactor head at a French rulnt (Pugey 3), an
NRC action plan was implemented to address PWVSCI at all U. S. plants.
The NRC asked the Nuclenr Management and Rusoures Council (Ntl) to
coordinate future industry actions because the issue %vr.s applicnble to all
PWRs. Eacd owners group submitted individual safety nssessments, dated
February 1993, through NE] to the NRC on the CRDM cracking issue. In
July 1993, the NEI submitted to the NRC proposed acceptance criteria for
flaws identified during inservice examination oCRDM penetrations. On
the hasis of oAners group analyses and the European experience, the NRC
concluded thit there was a high probability that CRDM penetrations at
U.S. plants Tray contain similar axial cracks caused by PwSCC. In 1994,
an inspection for PWVSCC at a reactor in Spain identified cracks which
were apparenly initiated by high sulfate levels in the reactor coolant
system. 16 of 17 spare pcnctrations showed stress corrosion cracking, and
4 of 20 active penetrations showed stress corrosion cracking.

None required.
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Tbl)e 5.1-1 (conlt.)
Stnnimtary of Documented Leaks front NRC Bulletins

NRC Generic Communkallons Involving Bnric Acid Leakngen ul Corrotinn Issued frem 1980 Througl tlie First Quarter or2t)12

Cenerir
Cnnm I Tihle I ssue DntcI Abstrnct INRC Information Requiesfs

CL 97-01 Degradation of
Control Rod
Drive
Mechanism
Nozzle nnd
Other Vessel
Closure Head
Penetrations

4/ 197 This GLreqt ests licensees (I) to describe their progr m for ensuring the
timely inspelion of PWR control rod drive mechanik n and other vessel
closure hend penetrations nnd (2) require tht nil ad&l-esses provide to the
NRC a writttn response to the requcsted information. B eginning in 1986,
leaks have been reported in several Alloy fi00 press'Irizer instmment
nozzles at bcuh domestic and foreign reactors from stveral different NSSS
vendors. In 1989, PWSCC wvas an emerging technical issue, after cracking
was noted in Alloy 600 pressurizer heater sleeve penerntions at a domestic
facility. The NRC staff deltermined that the cracking srns nut of immediate
safety signirficance because the cracks were axial, had a low growth rate,
were in a manerial with an extremely high flaw lolerance (high fracture
toughness) and, accordingly, were unlikely to propgnate very far. These
factors also de-monstrated that any cracking would result in detectable
leakage and the opportunity to take corrective action before a penetration
would fail. flaropean and Japanese utilities have taken steps In detect and
mitigate the PWSCC damage and to detect the leakage at an early stage.
European And Japanese utilities have inspected most of the CRDM nozzles
and repaired the nozzles or replaced the vessel heads as appropriate. In
Japan, the three most susceptible vessel heads Are being replaced, even
though no crrcks were found in the nozzles of these heads. In rrance,
Blectricite de France (EDF) is planning on rrplacing all vessel heads as a
preventative measure. Removable insoilation on tie vessel head and
leakage monitoring systems nre installed At French and Swedish plants for
early detection of leakage. The NRC staffconcluded that VII pendtration
cracking (toes not pose an immediate or near term safety cencern. A
11/19/93 NRC safety evalunaion is referenced which states Ili it the staff
recommends ihat NUMARC (NED consider enhanced lekskgc detection
by visually examining the reactor vessel head until either inspections have
been completed showing absence of cracking or on-line. leakage detection
is installed in the head area. The staff believes Ihat it is prndent for
NUMARC (NE) to consider the impleientation ofnn enhanced leakage
detection method for detecting small leaks during pl a t operation. On
3/5/96, NEI s-abmitted a white paper entitled "All)y fi1r RPV leand
Penetration.

Regarding inspecticn activities: 1.1 A description of all inspections of CRDM
nozzle and other Vll penetrations performed to the date of this generic letter,
including the results of these inspections. I. I ra plan hr s been developed to
periodically inspect the CRDM nozzle and other VH penetrations, a) provide tIhe
schedule for first, nrd subsequent, inspections of the CRDM nozzle and other
VII penetrations, including the technical basis for this schedule, h) provide the
scope for the CRDM nozzlc and other VII penetration inspections, including the
total number of pcietnitions (and how many will be insp.cted), which
penetrations have iberinal sleeves, which are spares, and vhich are instrument
or other penetratiois. 1.3 If a plan has not been developed to periodically
inspect the CRDM nozzle and other VII penetrations described above, provide
the analysis that sipports the selected course of action as listed in either 1.2 or
13 above. In particutar, provide a description of all relev'-nt data and/or tests
used to develop crack initiation and urack growth models the methods and data
used to validate there models, the plant-specific inputs to these models, and how
these models substa3tiate the susceptibility evaluation. Also, if an integrated
industry inspection I nograin is being relied on, provide a letailed description of
this program. 2. Provide n description of any resin bead i, trisions, As described
in IN 9f-1 1, that have exceeded the current EPRI PWR P-imary Water
Chemistiry Guidelin. s recommendatinns for primary wate r sulfate levels,
iicluding the follnw ng information: 2.1 Were the intrusians cation, anion, or
mixed bed? 2.2 WVhs. were the durations of these intrusions? 2.3 Does the
plant's RCS water cneinistry Technical Specifications fo:iow the EPRI
guidelines? 2.4 Identify any RCS chemistry excursions tlnt exceed tie plant
administrative limits for the foPowing species: sulfates, :llnrides or fluorides,
oxygen, boron, and lithiun. 2.5 Identify any conductivity excursions which may
lie indicative of resin intrusions. Provide a technical assersment of each
excursion and any fvilowv up actions. Respond within 30 lays. 2.6 Provide an
assessment of the lit tnitial for any of these intrusions to a:sult in a significant
increase in the probml ility for IGA for VlI penetrations Ai. nny associated plan
for inspections.

i J I. -.--- -
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Tau5,e5. -I (cont.)
Suinitiay orDoctimeivr-t- Leaks frrmi NRC Bulletins

NRC Generic Communiatdons Involving onrie Acid Lea~R~ue aid Corrosion Isqued from 1980 Throurh the First Quarter of2002

Generic
Com Title Issue Date Abstract NiC Information Re.luests

IN 2001-05 Through-Wall 4/30/n 1 Alert licensers to the recent detection of through-wall (ircumferentil None required.
Circumferential cracks in two of the control rod drive mechanism pent rs tion nozzles and
Cracking of weldments at the Oconee Nuclear Station. Unit 3. The r.ercumrcrential
Reactor crack in the G56 CRDM nozzle wns through-wall. rrd tle #50 nozzle had
Pressure Vessel pin hole through-wall indications. These cracks fo~uwed the weld pmfile
Head Control contour, andwere nearly 165 degrees in length. Roots ause of the cracking
Rod Drive was rPVSCC. The nozzles were shrink fit by cooling to at least minus
Mechanism 140 degrees F, inserted into the closure head penetration, and then allowed
Penetration to warm to room tempeature (70 degrees FLminimum). The CRDM
Nozzles at nozzles wcre tack-welded and then permanently weldei to die closure
Oconee Nuclear head using I '2-weld metal. The recent identification of significant
Station, Unit 3 circumferent:1 cracking of two CRDM nozzles at Oconee 3 raises

concerns about a potentially risk-significant condition affecting all
domestic PVIRs. 1bither, the environment in the CRD.vi housing annulus
will likely be fir more aggressive after ary through-wall leakage. hecause
potentially highly concentrated borated primary watei will become
oxygenated. :acreasing crack growth rates. The Oconee 3 cracking
reinforces the importance of examining the upper PWR RPV head area
(e.g.. visual u'idcr-the-insulation examinations of the penetrations for
evidence or torated water leakage or volumetric examinations ofthe
CRDM nozzls) and tfusing nppropriate NMIR methods to adequately
characterize i racks.
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Tatble 5.1-1 (coist.)
Sunininry of Docusmeisted Leiks front NRC Bulleiiis

NRC Generic Conmimnicatinns Invniving orie Acid Leaktge and Corrosion Issueti from 1980 Throigal the First Quarter or2002

Generic
Coin Title Issne Date Abstract NRC Information Requests

4 4 + ------- +

BL 2001-01 Circumferential
Cracking of
Reactor
Pressure Vessel
Hend
Penetration
Nozzles

813/01 The purpose of the bulletin is to request that addies.res pmvide information
related lo the structurAl integrity of the renclor pressur vescel head
penetrntionnozzles for theirrespective facilities, ifi'(nising the extent of
VfIP nozzle leakage and cracking that has been finr.d Io date, the
inspections and repairs that have been undertnkei. 1k nlaisfy applicable
regulatory reluirements, and the basis for concluding tint their plans fur
future inspecions will ensure compliance with nppliralle regulatory
requirements, and require that all addresses pmvide to she NRC a written
response. The Bulletin recnps thm-wall circur.ifcrentinl cracking
experienced at Oconee 3. As n rerniedial measure, the nrV head may have
to be cleaned at a prior outage for effective identificati in of new deposits
from VIl pesetration nozzle cracking if new deposits c innot be
discriminated from existing deposits from other source. The recently
identified CRDM nozzle degrmdntion phenomena raise several issues
regarding the resolution approach taken in CL 97-01: 1) Cracking of
Alloy 182 wvcd metal has been identified in CRDM nozzle J-groove welds
for the first tine. The finding raises an issue regarding the adequacy of
cracking susecptibility models based only on the base metal conditions.
2) Cincking nt ANO I raises an issue regarding the ndequacy of the
industry's GL 97-01 smsceptibility model. 3) circumferential cracking of
CRDM nozzl.s, located outside of any stnuctrirl retaining welds, has been
identified for die first time. This concern raises concerns about the
potential for rnpidly propagating failure of CRDM nozzles and control rod
ejection, causing a loss of coolant accident. 4) Circumfcrential cracking
from the CPT)M noz7le OD to the ID has been i lentifi.d for the first time.
This finding: aises concerns about increased consequerces of secondary
effect of leak ge from relatively benign axial cracks, 5, Circumferential
cracking of CRDM nozzles was identified by the presence of relatively
small nmoun.7 of boric acid deposits. This finding inc! ases the need for
more effective inspection methods to detect the presen.:e of degradation in
CRDM nozzl rs before the nozzle integrity is comprornised. The 13ulletin
cites several t;DC criteria (14, 31, 32), IOCFR50.5ia, and Appendix 1n,
Criteria V, TX, and XVI that may not be fully adhered to.

Requests the following: 1. All addressees: Ia) the plant-specific susceptibility
ranking using the l WSCC susceptibility model lescriber. in Appendix B to the
MRP-44, Part 2 report, lb) it description of the VII pene ration nozzles,
including die number type, inside and outside diameter, :nalerials of
constuction, an I tbe minimum distance between VII perpetration nozzles, Ic) a
description ofdie RrPV head insulation type and configurntion, I d) a description
of the VII penetration nozzle and RPV head inspections ktype, scope,
qualification require nent, nd acceptance criteria) that lhcr e been performed in
the past 4 years, ane. the findings. Include a description o any limitations
(insulation or other umpediments) to accessibility of the Lare metal of the RPV
head for visual exafminations. 2. If your plant has previossly experienced either
leakage from or cracking in VII penetration nozzles, pro',ide the following: 2a)
a description of the extent orVii penetrntion leakage nnd cracking, including
the number, location, size and nature of each crack detected, 2h) a description of
the ndditional or supplemental inspections (type, scope, qualificntion
requirements, and acceptance criteria), repairs and other corrective actions you
have taken in response to identified cracking to satisfy npplicable regulatory
requirements, 2c) pLuis for future inspections (type. scop'4 qualification
requirements, and arceptance criteria) and the schedule, .1) basis for
concluding that the inspections identified in 2c will assure that regulatory
re(uiirements are met. Inclide the following: 2d(II If your fuature inspections
plans do not include performing inspections before 12/3 l;01, provide yomr basis
for concluding that the regulatory requirements will continue to be met until the
inspections nre perfonned, 2d(2) If your future inspectior. plans do not include
volumetric examination ornfl VIl penetration nozzles, provide your basis for
concluding that the regulatory requirements will be salirMied, 3) If the
susceptibility ranking for your plant is within 5 FPY of C a.S3, addresses are
requested to provi(;- the following: 3a) plans for future inspections and the
schedule, 3b) basis for concluding that the inspections idcntified in 3a will
assure that regulatory requirements are met. Include the fallowing specific
information: 3b(l) 1 your future inspection plans do not include performing
inspections before 12/3 t0l , provide your basis for concluding that the
regulatory requiremr its will continue to be met until the inspections are
performed, 3b(2) If your future inspection plans include enly visual inspections,
discuss the correctivo actions that will be taken, includir.g alternative inspection
methods if leakage i% detected.
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Table ;,1-1 (cont.)
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Generic
Com Title Issue Date Aldtract NRC Information Requests

13L 2001-01 4. If the susceptibility ranking for your plant is greater th.n 5 EFPY and less
(cont.) than 30 EIPY of('PS3. addressees are requested to provide the following: 4a)

plans for future inspections and schedule, 4b) basis for *mncluding that the
inspections identified in 4a will assure that regulatory reo irements are met.
Include the following specific information: 4b(1) If your lture inspection plans
to not include a qual;fied visual examination at the net sc leduled refueling
outage, provide yonir basis for concluding that the regulat iry requirements will
continue to he met until the inspections are performed, 41 (2) Corrective actions
that will he taken, including alternative inspection methon's if leakage is
detected. 5) Addressets are requested to provide the follc ,ving information
within 30 days after plant restart following the next refue'ing outage: 5a) a
description ofthe extent nf Vll penetration nozzle leakag, and cracking
detected at your plasnt, including the number, location siz; and nature of each
crack detected, Sb) ircracking is identified, a description tfthe inspections,
repairs, and other corrective actions you have taken to satsfy applicable
regulatory requirerents. This information is requested erly iftthere are nny
changes from prior infoimation submitted.
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NRC Generic Cam munieatins Involving Bnrie Acid Leakage and Corrosion Issued from 19RO Thrnig) the First Qoarter of 200)2

Cenerie
Comn Title Issue Date Abstract NRC Jnformatlon Requests

IN 2002-11 Recent 3112/02 To infomi aciressees about findings from recent inspeclions and None required.
Experience with examinalions of the renctorpressure vessel head at D. vis-BesseNssclear
Degradntion or Power Station. Recnps previous generic comnsnmicati n infonnation about
Reactor boric acid on the RPV head at Davis-Besse. Visual i::spcctions in 1998
Pressure Vessel showed an emen layer ofboric acid deposits scattered zver the RPV head
fiead (including deposits near CRM)Nf nozzle 3). This indictrted to the licensee

that the boric acid evident on the head flowed downw ard from leakage in
the CRDM fianges. During n refueling outage in 2000. the licensee also
performed vi-ual inspections of the CRDM flanges and nozzles. Above the
RPV head inrulation, those inspections revealed five CRDM flanges with
evidence of lIakage, including one flange that was the principal leakage
point. All of he leaking flanges were repaired by replacing their gaskets.
Visual inspec'ions performed below the RIV head insulation during the
2000 refuelir., outage indicated some sccsmsulation of boric acid deposits
on the RPV hmad. No visible evidence of CRDNI nozzle lenkage (i.e.,
leakage from the gap betwveen the nozzle and the RPV head) wvas detected.
The licensee described that the RPV head area was cleanedwith
deminernlized water to the gratest extent possilsle. while trying to
maintain the dose as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). Subsequent
video inspection of the parsially cleaned RPV head and nozzles was
performed for future reference. A subsequent revicsv of the 1998 and 2000
inspection virco tapes ii 2nOlI confirmed that there was no evidence of
leakage from the RPV head nozzles. although many areas or the RPV head
were not nccessible because ofpersistent boric acid deposits that the
licensee did nit clean because ofALARA issnes iincleuing the region
around nozzle 3). use inspections in 2002 did not reveal any ,isual
evidence of flange leakage from above the RV het d. flowceer, three
CRDM nozzles had indications orcracking (identified by uohssonic testing
of the nozzles), whichl could result in leakage from the RPV to the top of
the RPV head.

Aahet M_ c 2003_
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Tabste;5.!-1 (cont.)
Summary of Docuimen" ..e. -Leaks fromi NRC f~lflethlis

NRC Generic Communications Involving Borie Acid Leakage andi Corronion Issued from 1980 Through the First Quarter of2002

Generic
Com Title Issue Date Abstract NRC Inrormation Requests

BL 2002-01 Reactor 3/18/02 The purpose ofthe bulletin is to require PWR addressees to submit I. Witlin 15 days ofthe date nfthe bulletin, all PWR adr cssees are required to
Pressure Vessel (1) informatin related to (he integrity ofthe rcactor pnlssume houndary provide the fillowirg: A) a summary of the reactor pressre vessel head
Head including reactor pressure vessel head nnd the extent ir. which inspections inspection and maintenance prgrams that have been impiemented at their
Degrndation and mhve been undertaken to satisfy applicable regulatory rft nirements, and plants, B) an evaluation of the ability of their inspection rnd maintenance
ReactorCoolant (2) the basis forconcluding that plants satisfy applirr.Lle regulatory prognrams to identify dcgradation ofthe RPV head includ.ig, thinning, pittin.
Pressure requirements related to the structural integrity of tie .eractor coolant or other forms ofrdeiradation such as the degradation of tne RPV observed at
Boundary pressure bouncdary and future inspections will ensure continued Davis-Besse, C) a description ofany conditions identifiec. (chemical deposits,
Integrity compliance with applicablle regulatory requirements, and (3) a written head degradation) through the inspection andl maintenanc , programs described

response to Lt.eNRC if they are unable to provide the information or they in IA that could hav- led to degradation and the correctiv- actions taken to
can not meet the requested completion dates. Recaps past generic address such conditions, D) schedule, plans, and basis fo: future inspections of
communications and experience at Davis-Besse. A pas: model where boric the RPV head and penetration nozzles. This should inclur. e the inspection
acid crystals .re assumed to accumliate on the rPV head, the deposits method(s), scope, faquency, qualification requirements, -nd acceptance criteria,
were assumed to cause minimal corrosion while the rer ctorwns operating and E]) conclusions treardingwhether there is reasonabl: issurance that
because the tempernture of the RPV head is above 500 T1 during operation, regulatory requirem:nts ame currently being met. If the ev iluation does not
and dry boric acid crystals are notvery corrnsive. The-efore, wastage was support tbe conclusit n thst there is reasonable assurance hntregulatory
typically exp'cted to occur only during outages when -he boric acid could requirements are bcng met, discuss plans for plant shutd jwn and inspection. If
be in solution., such as when the temperature of the RI V head falls below the evaluation suppc.-ts the conclusion that there is reastinable assurance that
212°F. Thesc. findings at Davis-Besse bring into ques:on the reliability of regulatory reqtirersr-ts are being met, provide your barti. for concluding that all
this model. Inspections performed to date at plants wi?.h high and moderate regulatory requirements will continue to be met until the inspections are
susceptibility have generally confirmed the ability of thlt model to predict a performed. 2. Within 30 days afler plant restart followirg, the next inspection of
plant's relative susceptibilities, however, a plant with a ranking of 14.3 the RPV head to ide.tify ary dcgradation, all PWR addrt ssees atre required to
effective full power years from the Oconee 3 condition (at the time when submrit to tne NRC t! e following information: A) the inq ection scope and
circumferent. il cracking was identified at Ocmnee 3 in March 2001) results, including thr lCcation, size, and nature of any degradation detected, and
identified thr-e nozzles with cracking, other plants wiltl fewer effective B) the corrective anti )ns taken and the root cause of tie L-grdaltion. 3. Within
fiull-pmver yt irs from the Oconee 3 condition did not dentify cracking. f0 days ofthe date 'this bulletii, all IWR addressees a:e required to submit to
Some inspection and repair mclhods may not have brer capable of the NRC tie folloiN i' g information related to the remains er of the reactor
identifying the presence of a void in the carbon steel head ndjacent to the coolant pressure bvunidary: A) the basis for concluding t it their boric acid
cladding inle face. inspection progran. is providing reasonable assurance of compliance with the

applicable regulatory requirements discussed in Generic I eter 88-05 and this
bulletin. If a documncnted basis does not exist, provide yerr plans, if any for a
review of your progcems. Within 7 days of the date of the bulletin,a PWR
addressee is required to submit a written response if they re unable to provide
the information or dtey can not meet the requested compl' tion dates. Alternative
courses of action sail their basis must be provided.
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Table 5.1-1 (cont.)
Summntry of Dociumecited Leaks from NRC Bulletins

NRC Generic Communications Involving Boric Atid Leaknge anti Corroilon issued from I9Sfl Through Abe First Qnarter of 2002

Generic
Con) Titic Issue Date Abstract NRC Information Requests

IN 2002-13 Possible. 4/4/02 To alert addressecs to possible indicators of RPV lr,vndary de radation None required
Indicators of including degrndation of the RPV head material. J hrs indicators include
Ongoing tnidentified rrnctor coolant system leakage nod c,:-i.i ment nir cooler and
Reactor radiation element filter fouling. Containment aircorl-3 cleaning of boron
Pressure Vessel deposits greatly increased. The licensee noticed that :.posits removed
Head from CAC I exhibited a nust-like color. The licensee altributed die
Degrndation discoloration to migration of the surface corrnsio i on .'-e CACs into the

boric acid deposits and to the aging of the boric acid dt.posits. During the
2002 outage, fifteen 5-gallon buckets of horic acid were removed from the
CAC ductwork and plenum A flow from the CACs n'sr resulted in boric
acid deposits elsewhercwithin containment Licluding on service water
piping, stairwells, and other areas onlow ventilation. The radiation element
filters accumulate particulates nndmany need to be charged to ensure
acceptable system operation. Licensee records correlat'- IUI filter changes
with past RCS leakage increases. In March 1999, RE filter clogging from
boric acid deposits was identified and attributed to the pressurizerrelief
valve modification. In Novcmber 1999, nafer identifying yellowish brown
deposits in the filters, the licensee obtained a chemical analysis of the filter
particulates vhich identified the presence of fetric otrids in addition to
boric ncid crystals. Around that time, the licensee began changing the
filters every one-to-three weeks. By November 1999, the frequency of

_ filter changes had ngain increased.
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ATTACHMENT 5.2

ALLOY 600 AND ALLOY 82/182 POTENTIAL LEAK LOCATIONS IN THE
PRIM'JARY COMPONENTS OF WESTINGHOUSE UNITS
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T: MIoe i.2-1
Alloy 600 and Alloy 82/182 Locations in Wesli.liouse Printiry Pressure Bouniuldtry Components,

Prioritized on (lie Basis of Suscel)(iblility to Boric Acid Corrosion Wastage (see Figure 5.2-1)

Alloy 600/Alloy 82/182 Wastage
Location Description Affected Carbon Steel Comp'meiit IPotential

(See Figure 5.2-1) Susceptible to BAC (IIMUL) Comments

CRDM motor housing Vcssel upper head 11

CRDM nozzles to RV head welds Ve-.scl uppcr head HI

Head vent pipe Vessel upper head H

Monitor tube Vessel head/shell L These are isolated from the RCS by the inner o-ring,
and lhereforc should be low due to low
consc'uences.

Core support block N/A L

Instrument tubes Vessel bottom head M

RV nozzlc-pipe weld Vessel nozzle 11

Surge nozzle-pipe wveld pressurizer lower head & surge nozzle H

Spray nozzle-pipe weld Pressurizer upper head & spray nozzle H

Safety & relief nozzle-pipe welds Pressurizer upper head & safety & relief 11
nozz.les

Heat transfer tubing N/A L

Tubesheet (TS) cladding Steam generator bottom channel head & tube L
sheet

Tube -TS cladding weld N/A L

Partition plate & welds N/A L

Primary nozzle closure rings & welds Steam generator bottom channel heat & UUzzlC H

Bottom channel head drain tube & welds Steam generator bottom channel .ead M Not applicable to all Westinghouse vessels*

SG nozzle-pipe weld Steam generator bottom channel hea.' & notzle H Not a!:plicablo to all Westinghouse ,esscls*

*Note: Based on individual plant design and vintage, these locations may r.ot liu. e Alloy 600 or Alloy 82/182 wel: materials.
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ATTACHMENT 5.3

ALLOY 600 AND ALLOY 82/182 POTENTIAL LEAK LOCATIONS IN THE
PRIMARY COMPONENTS OF COMBUSTION ENGINEERING UNITS
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Attachment 5.3
Potential BAC Susceptible Alloy 600 and Alloy 82/182 Leak Locations in the Primary

Components of Combustion Engineering PNWR Plants

In the Com lnstion Engineering (CF) design plants, AJlo: 600 Po-71en ee genersd'y located in th'e rc"!ter
vessel top heads, in the steam generator primary head, in the pressurizer top head, bottom head and lower
shell, and in the main coolant piping. There are some minor deviations in these locations. In I plant there
are no Alloy 600 nozzles in the main coolant piping, and in 3 other plants there are Alloy 600 nozzles in
the reactor vessel bottom head. These nozzles are attached to the components by partial penetration
welds with Alloy 182 or 82 weld metals. For all nozzles, the welds were originally at the component
inside surfaces.

In addition to the nozzles with partial penetration welds, Alloy 600 weld metals 82 and/or 182 were used
. various b-rnctallic welds ia thc primary system. These are locat-d in the mair. cuolant piping to
reactor coolant pump safe-ends, in the various tributary lines that have stainless steel safe-ends that are
welded to carbon or low-alloy steel nozzles, and between the pressurizer safety and relief valve nozzles
and the valves.

Beginning in 1986, some of the Alloy 600 nozzles in CE plants developed leakage as a result of Primary
Water Stress Corrosion Cracking (PWSCC). The leaking nozzles were replaced with similar nozzles of
Alloy 600. The replacement nozzles also developed PWSCC, which led to the use of Alloy 690 for future
replacement no7-'is. '.rvgina!ly, the weld metals remained the same but later Alloy 152 or Alloy 52 weld
metals (more similar to the Alloy 690) replaced the 82/182 .velds. Although more resistant to PWSCC
(no documented occ'"rerccs .11 tile field or in the laboratory of PWSCC cracks in Alloy E99),.4iloy 690
applications are currently treated the same as Alloy 600 applications with respect to borated water leakage
and the potential for boric acid corrosion (BAC). Locations where significant numbers of replacements of
Alloy 600 NwithAlloy 690 are discussed below.

The following paragraphs discuss the potential for boric acid corrosion as a result of leakage through
Alloy 600 nozzles and welds.

1. Corrosion Potential in Pressurizers

The pressurizers were fabricated from low alloy steels and included Alloy 600 instrumentation
nozzles in the top head (typically 4), lower shell (typically 1) and bottom head (typically 2), and
heater sleeves (30 to 120, depending on the plant and the size of the heaters) in the bottom head.
The pressurizers have a history of nozzle and heater sleeve leakage. Because the operating
temperatures are significantly higher in the pressurizers, PWSCC would be expected in the
pressurizers before any other components in the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). This has been
the case. Leakage from a nozzle would exit the crevice and deposits boric acid on the pressurizer
outside surface. If the deposits were wet, or if water from the escaping steam were to collect on
the pressurizer surfaces, boric acid corrosion could occur. Laboratory data indicate that
significant corrosion could occur. In one instance at Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO) Unit 2,
leakage from a heater sleeve resulted in a cavity approximately 1.5 inches in diameter and
0.75-inch deep being created in a relatively short period of time in the bottom head of the
pressurizer. There have been numerous other events of leakage from nozzles and heater sleeves,
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but similar boric acid corrosion degradation of the pressurizer has not occurred. Nevertheless, the
pressurizer has the greatest potential for corrosion of aily RCS component because of the high
operating temperature.

PBecausce of leakage from no771en or sleeves, no.77!es or sleeves have beer erhcer. or

mitigative actions taken. In three plants, all instrumentation nozzles were replaced. In four
additional plants, the nozzles were replaced or Mechanical Nozzle Seal Assemblies (MNSAs)
applied. In three plants, some of the nozzles were replaced. In one plant, heater sleeves were
replaced and in two plants, the heater sleeve Inside Diameter (ID) surface in the area of the weld
were nickel plated to reduce the potential for PWSCC. The nick-el-plating process does not
reduce the potential of leakage through the welds, but does reduce the potential for PWSCC in the
sleeves. These plants all have reduced potential for leakage, and thus reduced potential for boric
acid corrosion of the pressurizer.

Bi-metallic weld locations in the pressurizer include those between the surge nozzle and surge
line, the spray nozzle and spray line, and the safety and relief valve nozzles and valves. The lines
or valves are austenitic stainless steels. The high temperatures in the pressurizer would indicate
the bimetallic welds in the pressurizer have the greatest potential for cracking, although cracking
has occurred in only one such application to date. Any leakage from the weld could wet the
nozzle material, resulting in corrosion. As a result, the potential for corrosion is considered high.

2. Reactor Vessel Upper Head

:n the GE plants, the Control Rod Drive Mechninismn (CIRDM)/Control Element Drive. Mechanism
(CEDM) nozzles, the In-Core Instrunentation (ICI) nozzles, and the vent lines are Alloy 600 and
are attached to the reactor vessel head byAlloy 82/182 partial penetration welds. In CE plants,
there have not yet been any occurrences of leakage as a result of PWSCC in any of these nozzles
or welds. Volumetric inspections of over 500 CEDM nozzles, 35 ICI nozzles, 6 vent lines and
surface examinations of approximately 59 CEDM welds, and visual examinations of the outer
surfaces of 4 additional heads have not detected leakage from any nozzles and only shallow
cracks below the partial penetration welds in 3 nozzles. The inspection data suggest reduced
potential for PWSCC in upper head nozzles in CE plants as compared to some other designs.
Howe,-r, the large number of smaller diarmcterAlloy 600 nozzles, which h;a-ge also cmccked,

suggests that eventually PWSCC could occur in the head nozzles. The heads were fabricated
from low alloy steels and would be susceptible to boric acid corrosion if leakage wvere to develop.
For this reason, the potential for boric acid corrosion of the upper head regions in CE plants is
considered high.

There are 2 bimetallic welds in some of the CEDM housings in CE plants. These welds are
between the lower and upper end fittings (stainless steel or Alloy 600) and the motor tube
buttering. The temperatures are so low that PWSCC is not an issue. Therefore, the potential for
boric acid corrosion is very low.
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3. Reactor Vessel Lower Head

In 3 CE plants, there are 61 ICI nozzles in the bottom head. These are Alloy 600 procured to the
same requirements as other Alloy 600 nozzles and are attached to the bottom head by partial
penetration weld- with Alloy 1 R2/g2 weld orntsk, These nn.tzlec are exposed to temnerahtres st
or near cold-leg temperatures (currently 5550 F). For this reason, the potential for PWSCC is
significantly reduced. There have not been any occurrences of Alloy 600 nozzle PWSCC at
cold-leg temperatures. Although cracking at such low temperatures is a low-probability event, it
cannot be completely discounted. Should PWSCC of the ICI nozzles occur, the bottom head,
which is also low alloy steel, would be wetted by borated water and boric acid corrosion of the
head could occur. However, because of the low probability of PWSCC of the nozzles. the
potential for boric acid corrosion is considered low.

4. cdea- Generator Primary deasd

The primary heads of the steam generators in CE plants that were supplied by CE have
4 Alloy 600 instrument nozzles. Replacement steam generators may not have these nozzles or the
nozzles may be Alloy 690. The Alloy 600 nozzles were procured to the same requirements as the
other Alloy 600 nozzles and were attached to the primary head by partial penetration welds with
Alloys 182/82 weld metal. These nozzles are exposed to cold-leg temperatures and less
susceptible to PWSCC than nozzles at higher temperatures. The primary heads were fabricated
from low alloy steels.

Since the potential for t'WS.CC is reduced in the nozzles, the potential for borin acI'1 Cf LTroStol. cl
the primary heads is considered low.

5. Mlain Loop Piping

The main loop piping in all but 1 CE plant is carbon steel that is clad with stainless steel on the
ID surfaces. There are varying numbers of Alloy 600 nozzles in the piping of the different plants.
For example, Calvert Cliffs Unit I has 10 Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) nozzles and
9 pressure measurement or sampling nozzles in the hot legs and 12 RTD nozzles in the cold legs
(total of31). These are attached to the insid? surfaces of the piping by partial penetration welds
with Alloy 182/82 -weld metal. One CE plant has stainless steel piping and no Alloy 600 nozzles
in the piping.

Numerous nozzles in the hot legs at several plants have leaked as a result of PWSCC. There have
been no cold-leg failures. Two plants have replaced all hot- and cold-leg nozzles with Alloy 690
nozzles and Alloy 52/152 weld metals. At cold-leg temperatures, PWSCC is a low potential
event. Therefore, boric acid corrosion is a low potential event. In the unlikely event that leakage
does occur, boric acid corrosion is a possibility.

At hot-leg nozzle locations that have not been replaced, there is a high potential for leakage as a
result of PWSCC and, therefore, a high potential for some level of boric acid corrosion.
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Within the main coolant piping in all CE units (except Fort Calhoun), the only bimetallic welds
are between the cold-leg piping and the reactor coolant pump nozzle safe-ends. Because they are
exposed to cold-leg temperatures, PWSCC of these welds is unlikely because they experience
cold-leg temperatures. Primary coolant leakage from the welds could wet the carbon steel piping,
re-ultin- ;n bnric acid ces-oion. 1nwve- sidne leakavc fromn Te v.e '1" is a lowz-pntentinl extent.
corrosion of the carbon steel piping is also considered to be low potential.

The tributary lines also connect to the piping and have stainless steel safe-ends welded to carbon
steel nozzles and have bi-metallic welds (182/82). The surge line and shutdown cooling system
connect to the hot leg. Because of the temperature, these nozzles are considered to have a high
potential for leakage because of PWSCC although there have yet to be any occurrences of
PWSCC in these welds. If leakage were to occur, the carbon steel nczzle, and possibly the main
coolant piping, could be wetted and experience boric acid corrosion. As a result, these locations
are .onsidcrcd to have a high potential for bowic acid corrosion.

The other tributary lines (safety injection, drain, charging/letdown, and spray) connect to the cold
leg, and the potential for PWSCC is low.
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Table 5.3-1 (see Figure 5.3-1)
Potential for Boric Acid Corrosion In CE Plants by Location

Component Location Part Potential
Pressurizer Tot Head Instrument ;NI'n77JCes Hijah

Inst. Nozzle Partial Penetration (PP) Welds High

Safety 'alve Welds High
_ Spray Nozzle Welds High

Relief Valve Welds Hieh
Side Shell Instrument Nozzles High
Bottom Head Instrument Nozzles High

Heater Sleeves High

Inst. Noz. & Sleevc rP ivekis _ _

_ _ Surge Nozzle Welds High

All Alloy 690 Replacement Noz. Very Low

Alloy 52/152 PP Welds Very Low

ReactorVessel Top Head CEDM/ICI Nozzles Mod High

Vent Line Mod High

___ _ PP W'elds Mod High

CEDM Housing Welds Very Low

BeBurn Head ICI Nozzles Low
(3 Plants Only) PP Welds Low

Steam Generator Instrument Nozzles Low
PP Welds Low

Main Loop Piping Hot Leg Instrument Nozzles Hiah
PP Welds High
Surge Nozzle Weld Iigh
SD Cooling Nozzle Welds High

Cold Leg SI Nozzle Welds Low

Drain Nozzle Welds Low

Charging/Letdownm Noz Welds Low

Spray Nozzle Welds Low

All A690 Replacement Nozzles Very Low

__ _ 52/152 Welds
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ATTACHMENT 5.4

ALLOY 600 AND ALLOY 82/182 POTENTIAL LEAK LOCATIONS IN THE
PRIMARY COMPONENTS OF BABCOCK AND WILCOX (B&NN PWR

PLANTS
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Attachment 5.4
Potential BAC SusceptibleAlloy 600 and Alloy 82/182 Leak Locations in the

Primary Components of Babcock and Wilcox PWR Plants.

Rnn14nnr Criteria TJtili7ed

PWSCC Susceptibility

High = Relative time-to-1 0% cracking (t/t,:f) c 65

Medium = t/t f < 300 (generally) but some locations -1000

Low = remainder

(Reference: "Alloy 600 PWSCC Susceptibility Model," FRA-ANP Document 51-5001951-01,
December 1998, B&W Owners Group Proprietary.)

Boric Acid Corrosion Potential

A boric acid corrosion potential exists, since carbon or low-alloy steel material is utilized in the vicinity of
potential leakage from PWN'SCC of the nearby Alloy 600 component item or weld.
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Figure 5.4-1. General Locations of Alloy 600 T) pe Materials in the B&-W (177-FA Design) Reactor
Coolant System (Prepared by DEI)
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CRDM nozzles to i.V
head welds

Head vent pipe . A

Monitor tube

Core support
block

Instrument tubes "

Heat transfer tubing

Tubesheet (TS) cladding

Tube-TS cladding weld

Partition plate & welds

Primary nozzle closure
rings & welds

I- Bottom charnel head
a drain tube v welds

nozzle-pipe weld

Figure 5.2-1. Alloy 600 anid Alloy 82/182 Locations in the Priman:ry Pressure Boundary Compii ents orfVestinoiouse iWR Units
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CEDA/iCT nozzles
to RV head welds

Monitor tube

Shitilown cooling
outlet nozzle

Spray nozzles .... 8

Let-down & drain nozzles N;.i

Instrument nozzles ..

Sarety injection &
SDC inlet nozzle

Chalrging Inlet ,-'
nozzles g e s

ICI nozzles-ICI guide tubes

if l'Heat trandrer tubing

Tubeshieet (TS) cladding

/ Ttibe-TS clidding weld

/ Partition p: te & welds

,/ Prima:ry n.ttzle closure
rings &s welds

fBottom ch innel head
/ dralin tubl)t & welds

RCP suction
S.:n:~ discliar~e

Figure 5.3-1. Alloy 600 and Alloy 82/182 Locations in the Frimary Pressure Boundary Cnomponlents of CE PWR Units
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Table 5.4-1
Boric Acid Corrosion Potential from PWSo (Cc orTypical Alloy 600 an1d Alloy 82/182

Componenit Locations in lhe Reactnr Coolant System in B&W Phiants

(e L o Carbon or
Location Alloy 600/S2/182 P/ SCC Low-Alloy

Component (See Figure 5.4-1) Component Item Description( ) Susceptibility (II/AM/L) Steel Nearby?

Reactor Vessel Closure Head (10) CRDM Nozzles/ Welds IHigh Yes

Closure Head (10) Thermiocouple Nozzles/Welds High Yes

Closure Head (10) CRDM Motor Tube Cladding/Welds Low Yes

Lower Head (14) In-core Monitoi'ng Instrurnentation Medium Yes
Nozzles/Welds

Lower Sliull (13) Core Guide Lugs/Welds I Low N/A~c)

Upper Shitll (12) Core Flood Noz-lc-SE; Welds Medium Yes

Upper Shll ( 11) Monitor Tap Welds Medium Yes

Steam Generator Lower I-lead (31) Primary Drain Nozzles/Welds Medium Yes

Lower Head (32) Cold Leg Nozzle Dam Rings/Welds Low N/A

Upper and Lower Jlead Tube Shect Clad High N/A

Upper and Lower Head Tube Sheet - Tube Welds High N/A
. . . . . . . ........x. ... ........x.......... . ..y..'.........

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._._.__._._._.__. . . . ............

Pressurizer Upper and Lower Shell (3, 5-8) Instrument Nozzles/W elds High Yes

Upper and Lower Shell (3, 5-8) Instrument Nozzle S.rfL Ends/Welds | Hill Yes

Upper Head (I) Vcnt NozzlesWVelds Hlighl Yes

Upper Head (1, 2) Vent and Spia) Nozzle Safe Ends/Welds Higgh Yes

Upper Hlead (4) Pressure Reiie! IN-zzle Welds High Yes
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Tablal .'1(fl.
Boric Acid Corrosion Potential from I 1V1';CC; of Typical Alloy 600 anlt Alloy 82/182

Component Locations In tllc De:..tor Coolant SystemlIn l1B&W Pla,;ls

Carbon or
Location Alloy 600/82/1Y2 PWSCC Low-Alloy

Component (See Figure 5.4-1) Comp.nent Item Description( | Susceptibility (IT/M\/L) Steel Nearbyy?

Lower I tad (9) 10" Surge Nr~ozz^--SE Welds High Ycs

fleater Bundle Diaphragm Plates/Wclds High Yes

Heater Bundle Hcater Sleeves/Welds High N/A

Reactor Coolant Piping Upper Cold Leg (27) Instrumcnt Safe Ends/Welds Medium Yes

Uppcr Cold Leg (29) HPI/MU Nozzlc Wclds Medium Yes

Upper Cold Leg (26) Piping-RC Pump Welds Medium Yes

Lower Celd Leg Instrument Safe 3nds/Welds Medium Yes

Lowver CcId Leg Instrument Noz:Jcs/Welds Medium Yes

Lower Cold Leg (301) Drain Nozzle S .fe Ends/Welds Medium Yes
*_

Lower Cold Leg (3(l) Drain Nozzles/" felds Medium Yes

Lower Cold Leg (28) RTE Mounting; flosses/Welds Medium Yes

Lower Cold Leg (25) I'iping-RC Pumrp Welds r Mediunm Yes

[lot Leg (15, :7-21, 24) Instruiment Safe Ends/Welds ,ligh Yes

Hot Leg (15, -7-21, 24) Instrument Nozzles.Welds High Yes

Hot Leg (16) RTE Mounting flosses/Welds H High Yes

Hlot Leg (23) Decay [leat Nozzle Welds Medium Yes

Hot Leg (22) Surge Nozzle Welds High Yes
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Table 5.4-1 (cont.)
Boric Acid Corrosion Potential from PWVSCC of Typical Alloy 600 and Alloy 821182

Component Locations in the Reactor Coolant System in B&ILV Plants

Carbon or
Location Alloy 600182/182 PWSCC Low-Alloy

Component (See Figure 5.4-1) Component Item Descriptionia° Stisceptibility (IVM/L) Steel Nearby?

Core Flood Tank Top/Bottom (34-37) Instrument Nozzlc Sa %b Ends/Welds Low Yes

Top/Bottom (34-37) Instrument NozzleuAVtlds Low Yes

Top (33) Pressure ReiefNozzle Safb Ends/Wclds I Low Yes

Bottom (38) OutletNozzle Welds Low Ycs

Notes:

a.Each of these component items and welds are not present at all of the individual 177-FA plants.

b.lndividual plant component item and weld rankings vary.

c.Not applicable; component item and/or wcld is internal to the RCS and is not a :lrcssure boundary location.
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ATTACHMENT 5.5

TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF POTENTIAL LEAK LOCATIONS IN THE
AUXILIARY SYSTEMS OF WESTINGHOUSE UNITS
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Attachment 5.5
Potential Leak Locations wNith Boric Acid Corrosion WVastage Significance in the

Auxiliary System Components of Westinghouse Design IPWR Units

Evaluatinn Basis

Concentrated boric acid is contained in a limited number of subsystems and components in Westinghouse
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWVR) plants. Furthermore, most plants have reduced the concentration of
boric acid in these systems to minimize the amount of heat tracing required and the problems associated
with system maintenance. A representative three-loop Westinghouse PWR plant was selected as the basis
of this evaluation. However, the boric acid systems and equipment on which the review was based are
typical of PWRs and the results are considered to be generally applicable to the Westinghouse fleet of
plants.

Scope of Review

The following systems were reviewed as part of this evaluation:

* Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS)
- Boric acid batching and storage
- Reactor makeup control
- Emergency boration
- Charging pump suction

* Boron Recycle System (BRS)

Most PWRs have eliminated or bypassed the Boron Injection Tank (BIT) and the BIT recirculation
subsystem in the Safety Injection System (SIS) as permitted by relaxed steamline break accident
acceptance criteria. Therefore, the BIT was not included in the scope of this review. Other plant systems
contain more dilute boric acid solutions that pose less severe problems in the event of leakage. Therefore,
these systems also have been excluded from the review.

Summary ef Results

The results of this evaluation are summarized below for each plant subsystem that was reviewed.

I . Chemical and Volume Control System

The CVCS includes equipment that enables the concentrated boric acid solution to be prepared,
stored, and delivered to the Volume Control Tank (VCT) or directly to the suction of the
Centrifugal Charging Pumps (CCPs). Concentrated boric acid solution is then injected into the
Reactor Control System (RCS) for reactor shutdown, reactivity control, or compensation for
xenon transients due to power changes. It has been assumed that concentrated boric acid solution
that reaches the suction of the CCPs will be diluted by additional flow from the VCT. Therefore,
the CVCS leakage review was terminated at the CCP suction connection. The CVCS components
and piping that contain boric acid are fabricated of austenitic stainless steel. Most piping and
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fitting connections in the CVCS are welded. Welds in Safety-Class piping are periodically
inspected for any indication of weld degradation that could result in leakage.

The locations in the CVCS that are susceptible to the leakage of concentrated boric acid solution
are slimrnari7ed in Table 5 5-1. The table includes the - it" rF-

* Identification of the component in which the leak can occur

* A description of the leak location on the component

* An assessment of the potential for leakage to occur (High/Medium/Low)

* The potential for carbon steel or Inconel subcomponents in the immediate vicinity to be
exposed tc the ieakage from tSc identified leak location: 'YesNo)

* A drawing reference for the component

Table 5.5-1 contains a tabulation of potential leakage locations in the CVCS equipment that is
used to batch, store, and deliver concentrated boric acid solutions. The majority of the potential
leak locations that were identified are flanged connections on the components. The existence of
adjacent carbon steel components or piping on which leakage from the CVCS equipment could
impinge is dependent on the plant layout. Performing a plant layout review to identify othe
affected conm ents is beyond the scope of this evaluation.

Tables 5.5-2 and 5.5-4 contain a tabulation of potential leakage locations in the valves and
Instrumentation and Control (I&C) equipment of the CVCS and BRS that contain concentrated
boric acid solution. Again, most of the potential leak locations that were identified are flanged
and bolted connections on the components.

It is noteworthy that the Boric Acid Transfer Pump (BATP) that is included in Table 5.5-1 is a
canned motor pump in most plant designs. This design precludes the occurrence of shaft seal
leakage through a mechanical seal that is typically found on common centrifugal pump designs.
However, the potential for lcalungc frcm th^ flangcd zutn:ii., End 1iaihlarge pump cunneetions has
been noted in Table 5.5-2.

Table 5.5-3 contains a tabulation of various types of valves in the CVCS that contain potential
leakage flow paths. However, the packless elastomer diaphragm valves that are used extensively
in the concentrated boric acid system are designed to eliminate external leakage and are assumed
not to leak.

2. Boron Recycle System

The BRS includes equipment to collect and reprocess borated reactor coolant effluents, relief
valve discharges, and equipment drains and leakoffs. These dilute boric acid solutions are
reprocessed into concentrated boric acid solution and condensate by the use of the recycle
evaporator package. The separated, processed species are then recycled back to the CVCS Boric
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Acid Tank (BAT) and Reactor Makeup Water Storage Tank (RMWST) for reuse as reactor
coolant makeup.

The BRS components and piping that contain boric acid are fabricated of austenitic stainless
steel. Most piping and fitting connections in theP BP;R i Ne!8ed. Welds in Sif t"-Clzn, piping
are periodically inspected for any indication of weld degradation that could result in leakage.

The recycle evaporator is a skid-mounted package that includes a steam-powered evaporator
drum to boil off some of the water that enters with the effluent feed. The concentrated boric acid
solution is pumped out of the evaporator drum, filtered, and returned to the BAT. The portion of
the evaporator package and connecting equipment and piping in the BRS that contains the boric
acid concentrate was included in the scope of this review.

Tic iou atli;-s in the BRS tihat are susceptible to the leakage of conzentrated buric acid SoiuticG
are summarized in Table 5.5-2. Table 5.5-2 contains a tabulation of potential leakage locations in
the BRS equipment that is used to reprocess and transfer concentrated boric acid solutions. The
majority of the potential leak locations that were identified are flanged connections on the
components. The existence of adjacent carbon steel components or piping on which leakage from
the BRS equipment could impinge is dependent on the plant layout. Performing a plant layout
review to identify other affected components is beyond the scope of this evaluation.

Tshle t.-I contains a tabulation of various types of valves in the BRS that contain potential
leakage Pow paths. However, the packless elastomer diaphragm valves that are used extensively
in the rc:cvc!e siem are designed to eliminatc external leakage and are assumed not to leak.
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Table 5.5-1
Poteiitial Leak Locations in hle Westinghlonse Auxiliary Systemp

(CVCS Systemi)

CONCENTRATED BORIC ACID SYSTEM
Potential Leak Location Evaluation
Based on Typical 4 wt. % B.A. System
(Shearon Harris Plant selected as representative)

System: CVCS (Boric Acid Batching/Storage, Emergency Boration, Reactor Makeup Control and Charging subsystems)

Potential tarbon
Steel or Inconel

Tag or SPIN Potential Leaking Drawing Leak Potential Exposure
No. Location Description Component Refererce (HIMIL) (YWl4) Comments

BMT Dwrc. No. 77- 1. BAT non-W scope
BAT Overflow connection 13' ange D113815-1 M Undetermined 2. Pressure = BAT Elev. Head

BMT Dvw.,. No. 77- 1. BAT non-W scope
BAT Shell manhole 24' flange D113315-1 M Undetermined 2. Pressure = BAT Eln". Head
BABTI
CSATBB Fill connection Lid W Dwg. 1141E15 L Y (CS Supports) Location above normal BABT water level
BABT/ Y (CS Supports
CSATBB Mixer port iG flange W Dwg. 11G1E15 L and Bclts) Location above normal BABT water level
BABT/ i
CSATBB Overflow connection 13"nange W Dwg. 1141E15 L Y(CS Supports) Location above norma: BABT water level

Crane Dwgs.
BATP/ Boric Acid Trans. Purnp B62239, B63000,
CSAPBA Suction connection 2" flange B63003 L Y (B7 boiling) Pressure = BAT (or B 3T) Elev. Head

4 Crane Dwgs.
BATP/ Boric Acid Trans. Pump B62239, 0G3000, Pressure = BAT (or BAST) Elev. Head +
CSAPBA Discharge connection 1" flange [163003 M Y (87 bolting) BATP TDH
BATP/ Boric Acid Trans. Pump
CSAPBA Bypass orilice 3/4' nange W Dwg. 1093E63 M Y (B7 bolir) Onifice non-W scope
BA Filter TMsP
CSFLBA Top access ' Lid 50-20467 _M N Pressure = BAT Elev. Hlead + BATP TDH
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Note: (Tables 5.5-1, 5.5-2, 5.5-3, 5.5-4)

The criteria employed in the (H, M and L) categorization of the potential for leakage to occur in the Westinghouse and Comlrnustion Engineering design plants is .ive belov:

fl1ied: Piping or component connections that are both subject to elevated system opciqiting pressure and have a known liistory of tll occurrence of leakage.

Meditim: Piping or component connections that are either subject to clevated systerv operating pressure or located below t~ie normal vater level, as applicable to each dcfined
location.

ILv: Piping or component connections that are ncither subject to elevated system operating pressure nor located below tlac normal water level, as applicabl: to each defined
location.

AILchnients 
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To bI.- 5.5-2
Potential Lcak Locations in the Westinghouse Auxiliary Systeinti

(EPIS System)

CONCENTRATED BORIC ACID SYSTEM
Potential Leak Locatiorn Evaluation
Based on Typical 4 wt. % B.A. Sy! tern
(Shearon larris Plant selected a!; representative)

System: BRS (Recycle Evaporator Concentrates subsystem)

Potential ':arbonI Steel or Inconel
Tag or SPIN Potential Leaking Drawl ig Leak Potential Expost-re

No. Location Description Component Rcfererice (HIMIL) (YIN) Commints

Recycle
Evap./ W HTD Dvrg. Y (CS bol~i:ig and
BREVRE Evaporator Drum Manway 16" flange 731J452 L supporis) Location above normail water levelRecycle
Evap.c Concentrates Pump: Crane Dwcs. B- 1. Pump part of R.E. pkjg.
BREVRE Suction Conn. 3' flange 02133, B-6o40 L Y (B7 bojnW_) 2. Pressure = R.E. Eva.. Drum Pressure
Recycle I 1. Pump part of R.E. pkg.Evap./ Concentrates Pump: I Crane Dwgs. U- 2. Pressure = R.E. Eva?. Drum Pressure
BREVRE Discharge Conn. 11-1/2 flange 62133, B-66460 M Y (B7 botng + RECP TDH
R.E. Conc. Y( kn) +EPD
Filtert 5EHD 10601-002- Pressure = R.E. Evap. Drum Pressure +
BRFLCN Top access Lid EG32 M 14 RECPTDH
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Tablle 5.5-3
Potential Leakc Locations in tMe Vestingihotise Auxiliary Systentu

(Valves)

CONCENTRATED BORIC ACID SYSTEM
Potential Leak Locaticn aEvaluation
Based on Typical 4 wt. % B3.A. Syst tm
(Shearon Harris Plant selected an reprsinentative)

Components: Valves - AOVs. MOVs. 7¶anual Gatos, Globes. Checks (See Note 1)

Potential CarLon
Steel or Inconcl

Tag or SPIN Potential Leaking Drawing Leak Potential Exposure
No. Location Description Component Reference (HIMIL) (YIN) Comments

Stem Packing, 1. Pressure = BAT Elov. Head + BATP TDH
2-TM78FN MOV In Emergency Boration line Volvo Bonnet Flange E73-0201 M Y 2. See Note 2

MOV In charging pump suction Stem Packing. 1. Pressure = BAT Elev. Head + BATP TDH
8-GM72FB header k aivo Bonnet Flange 8376029 M Y 2. See Note 2

Stem Packing. '.Prcssur- =-UA1 -lov. fled + 1 P 117r
2-RA42DD Conc. BA FCV In RMCS Valve Bonnet Flange D-168834 M Y 2. See Note 2

Charging pump suction header Stem Packing, 1. Pressure = BAT Elev. He.rd + BATP TDH
6-G72 isolation valve alve Bonnet Flange 8378D39 M Y 2. See Note 2

1. Pressure = BAT Elev. Herd + HATP TDH
2-C58 BATP discharge line Foiled topworks W-D-9911-(3)_ L Y 2. Inconel spring (Sce Notn 3)

1. Pressure = R.E. Evap. Drum Pressure +
R.E. concentrates line check RECPTDH

-C58 valves jColted topwnrks W-D-9911-(3) L Y 2. Inconet spring (Sea Note 3)
Emergency tBoration line check 1. Pressure = BAT Elev. Hoad + BATP TDH

2-C78 valve Eolted topworks W-D-9911-(2. L Y 2. Inconal spring (See Note 3)

BABT to BATP suction line, BAT 1. Pressure = BAT (or BABT) Elev. Head
3-C52 gravity drain line check valves j-olted topworks 8378019 L y 2. Inconel disc ann (See Note 3)

Beaver Valley 2 _

NOTES: 1. All packless elastomer diaphragri valves In the concentrated boric a id system are designed to eliminate r.!xemal leakage and are assumed not to leak.
2. The upper structures (yoke, etc.) of MOVs and AOVs are likely to cortain carbon steel.
3. internal valve part: leakage not required for exposure to boric acid to occur.
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Ta' Ie 5.54
Votentiql Leak Locations In the Westinghouiise Auxiliary Systems

(Instrnmentation ain(d Control Systems)

CONCENTRATED BORIC ACID SYSTEM
Potential Leak Location Evaluation
Based on Typical 4 wt. % B.A. System
(Shearon Harris Plant selected as representative)

Components: Instrumentation and Control Equipment

Potential (;arbon
Steel or Irtconol

Tag or SPIN Potential Leaking Drawing Leak Potential Exposure
No. Location Description Component Ref'rencft (HIMIL) (YUiW Commpnts

Boric Acid Batching Tank
TIS-100 Thermowell connection 1-1/2" flanges W Dwg. I141 E15 L Y - CS Lolls Pressure = BABT Elev. Head

Boric Acid Batching Tank
LIS-101 Level instirument tap iY flanges W Dwg. 1141E15 L Note I Pressure = BABT Elev. Head

Emergency Boration flow W D vg. 11'.E066,
FE-110 Instrument 2' flanges Sh'. 3 of 4 M Notet 1 Pressure = BAT Elev. Head + BATP TDH

BA flow to Reactor Makeup W Dw3. 114EOG6,
FT-1 13 Control System (RMCS) 1" fanges Slit. 3 of 4 M Note 1 Pressure = BAT Elev. I lead + BATP TDH

W Dwg. 11- E066.
FT-114 RMCS blended flow 2" flanqes Sht. 3 of 4 M Note I Pressure = BAT Elev. H ead + BATP TDH

W Dwgs.
Recycle Evap. Pkg. Concentratesl 4558D95,

FE-314 fow instrument 1-1/2" flanges 731J486 M Note I Pressure = BAT Elev. Head + RECP TDH

NOTES: 1. CS exposure Is undetermined; however, it is assumed that best practices' dictate the use or SS bolts with SS flanges in SS piping sysems.
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ATTACHMENT 5.6

TXTICAL EXAMPLES OF POTENTL LEAK LOCATIONS IN THE
AUXILL4,RY SYSTEMS OF COMBUSTION ENGINEERING UNITS
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'ra ! 5.6-L
Potential Leak Locations Withl BAC WasiagZ; 5"gnificance in the Anxiliary System Components

of Combiustioni Engineering Uvits - 'hiemical and Vohnme Control Systems

CVCS Boric Acid Addition System

Potential Carbon
Leak Steel or Inconel

Tag or Potential Leaking Potential Exposure
SPIN No. Location Description Component Drvaing Reference (ITIM/L) (Y/N) Comments

CH-12 Boric Acid Batching Hemer flanges Ft. Calhoun dwg. M Yes Flanged chromalox
Tank E-23.66-211-121 SfI. I I SA-193 GR-B7 heaters, 5L2 dwg. 57724

bolt material

Downstream Boric Acid I " union, relief side of relief FL Calhoun dwg. L Unknownl Exposure potential to
IBatching Tank valvo CH-337 E-23866-210-121 SH. I unknown adjacent

compor.nnts

CH-337 Downstream Boric Acid 3/4" anglc relief stein Ft. CFli oun dwg. L Unknown Exposuxe potential to
Batching Tank packing 13-23366-210-121 SH. I unknown adjacent

compoa-nts

Downstream Boric Acid 3/4" union, pressure side of I FL Calhoun dwg. L Unknown Expos.r potential to
Batching Tnnk rclic! valve CHI-337 E-23366-210-121 SI-. I unknown adjacent

components

C11-102 Downstream Boric Acid 1/2" nonmally closed globe Ft. CUlhourt dwg. 1. Unknown Exposur= potential to
Batching Tank valvv- packing (local samnple) E-23 66-210-12 ISH. I unknow-i adjacent

cornpontnts

CH-21 Dowvnstream Boric Acid 2" t: aincr drain cap Ft. Calhoun dwg. L Unknown Exposurn potential to
Batching Tank E-23866-210-121 SI1. I unknovn adjacent

components

CGl-I IA Concentrated Boric Acid 16" manway flange FLt. Calhoun dwg. M Yes SL2 Drawing 576716
Storage Tank A E-23S66-210-121 S11. I SA-193 GR-B7

bolt material

CHl-l IA Concentrated Boric Acid 2" level indicator flangc FLt. Calhoun *lwg. L No SL2 Drawing 576716
Storage Tank A E-23866-210-121 Sll I SA-193 GR-B6

l.olt material
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Table 5.6-1 (cont.)
Potential Leakc Locations wvithi BAC Vastage Sign'ricance in t(ie Auxiliary Systcm Components

of Comniustion Engineering Units - Chemical and Volume Control SN stems

CVCS Boric Acid Addition System

_ Potential Carbon
Lealc Steel or Inconiel

Tag or Potential Lealing Potential Exposure
SPIN No. Location Description Component Drmwiig, Reference (II0M/L) (YIN) Comments

HCV-265 Dowvnstreami 3" normially closed gate Ft. Calhoun dwg. L Unknown Exposu-e potential to
Concentrated Boric Acid (motor op.) valve packing LE-23F66-210-121 SIH. I unkniowi adjacent
Storage Tank A (controlled leakofl) components

CH-I 40 Downstream 2" normally closed globe Ft. Calloun dwg. L | Unknown Exposure potential to
Concentrated Boric Acid valve packing (controlled R-23966-210-121 SH. 2 unknown adjacent
Storage Tanks A & B leakofl) I components

CH-I155 Downstream 3" swing check valve acccss FtL Calhoun dwg. L Unknown Exposui - potential to
Concentrated Boric Acid cap E-23866-210-121 SH. 2 unknown adjacent
Storage Tanks A & B components

CH-I 15 Downstream 4" locked-open gate valve Ft. Calhoun dwg. L Unknown Exposure potential to
Concentrated Boric Acid packing E-23866-210-121 SH. I unknown adjacent
Storage Tank A componmts

CH-4A Boric Acid Pump A Inlet 3" liagnge Ft. Calhoun dwg. M Unknowvn, Exposura potential to
E-23E66-210-121 Sll. I possible B7 bolt unknow . adjacent

material compon-wnts

CH4A Boric Acid Pump A Gland seal Ft. C. Ilhoun dwg. M Unknown Exposuru; potential to
E-23: 66-210-121 SH. I unknow.n adjacent

components, SL2
Drawing N750257

CH4A Boric Acid Pump A Casirng gasklt Ft. rJifUioun dwg. M Unknown, Exposuro potential to
E-21366-210-121 SH. I possible B7 bolt unknown, adjacent

material cornpori.nts, SL2
_ __ _ _ _ Drawin- N750257
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Table 5.6-1 (cnnt.)
Potential Leak locatiotis wlih BAC Wastage Significance in the Auxiliary Systtem Componeuts

of Combustion Engineering Units - Chemical antl Volume Control Systems

CVCS Boric Acidi Addition System

!Potential Carbon
Leak ! Steel or Incon.el

Tag or Potential Leakilig Potential j Exposure
SPIN No. Location Description Component Drawving Reference (hIIM/Lp (YIN) Comimients

CH-4A Boric Acid Pump A 1 1/2" flange Ft. Calhoun dwg. M Unknown, Exposure potential to
Discharge E-23866-210-121 Sll. I possibmeria7bolt unknownadjacent

material components
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ATTACIHMENT 5.7

LISTING OF SYSTEMS CONTAINING BORIC ACID
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Attachment 5.7
Listing of Systems Containing Boric Acid

1. Reactor Coolant System

2. Chemical and Volume Control System

3. Safety Injection System

4. Residual Heat Removal/Shutdown Cooling System

D. Reactor Plant Sampling System

6. 6pe-t Fuel Poo! Cooling and P'nritication Systern

7. Containment Depressurization System

8. Containment Spray System

9. Reactor Plant Vent and Drain System

1(0. Liquid Waste Disposal System

(i'. etvus Waste Disposal System
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ATTACHMENT 5.8

TYPICAL BACC ISSUE DOCUMENTATION FORMI
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(Reprinted with permission from TVA)

Attachment 5.8
Corrosion Control Program - Typical BoricAcid Corrosion Documentation Form

INITIAL EVALUATION OF BORATED WVATER LEAKS

Pirt 1: Compoiterii identificsiion WM i

Affected Component (UNID): Date:

Component Description:

Component Location:

Building Row/Column Radius/Azimuth Elevation

Part 2: Initial Leak Evaluation:

Visual tni-nabn, by:. (1
I. Does boric acid contact carbon or low-alloy steel?

2. Does the leak path come in contact with the reactor
coolant pressure boundary?

3. What is the condition of the boric acid residue?

4. What is the color of the boric acid residue?

"raft
:orman

Plnnier Maan;

Yes

Yes

Wet

White

No

No

Dry

Rust

Ers cibc;

Uncertain

Uncertain

Uncertain

Uncertain

* i'i.-:<akildng compoiucnt covered by insulation?
If yes, remove insuiation for evalua-i~.r

No Uncertain

6. Describe the flow path of the leak from the initiation point to where the residue ends.

7. If possible, take a picture of the leakage site and leakage path to document the as found condition.

8. Remove boric acid residue and/or crystals to allow for determination of corrosion damage.

9. Is there evidence of corrosion Yes No Uncertain
damage to the component?

If yes, forward original SPI'- If no, proceed to Par, If unctezui., forward the original SPP-9.7-J
9.7-3 form to Engineering for 3 form to Engineering for evaluation
evaluation

Part 3: Physical Actions Taken to Address Leakage:

1. Action Taken:

2. Forward a copy of the original SPP-9.7-3 form to Engineering (WID may be closed when the action from Part 3, step 1 is
complete and leakage has been stopped.)

I I I
Print Name Signature Organization Telephone Date

I
Supervisor (Print Name and Signature) Date:
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ALtachment 5.8 (cont.)
ENGINEERING EVALUATION' OF BORATED WATER LEAKS

Initiating Document (WO, etc):

Component:
UNID Description

1.0 Description of Source and Leak Path:

Is description of source and leak path as described on SPP-9.7-3 correct? Yes No

If 'NO' provide corrected information below (Determine entire link path. Noto -any contact with carbon or low-alloy
stea compone . or reacto.' coolant pressure boundary):

2.0 Damage Assessment:

Description of surface damage:

Applicable acceptance criteria:

Dcoe: surface damage exceed acc-ptance criteria? _ Yes No

PER No. _ If Yes Above

3.0 Recommended Additional Corrective Actons:

1. If damage is within acceptance limits, recommend additional corrective actions if required.
2. If damage exceeds acceptance limits, recommend either repair or replacement.
3. For ASME Section Xl components, perform a suitability evaluation for repair/replacement in accordance

with SPP-9.1.

Comnponent t! AWSE Sec'inn X!7 YCJ No

Comments:

Site Eng: Signature Org Telephone Date

Supervisor Signature Org Telephone Date
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6 FLOW CHARTS

6-1 Identification of Inspection Locations with Wastage Significance

6-2 C1tcrica fc: B oric A ciC: Ep oit .- sc.' s m.c.t
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lloiW Chlint 6-1
I(denl(ifiCitiOn of Inspection LoctInoIIs with Wastnuc SigunileIancC

Plow Charts March 2003
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Flowr Cart 6-2 tCriterkiJ for Utoric AciO Deplosit Ass(!ssment

i
i
i

i
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